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ABSTRACT

This paper develops a comprehensive framework for identifying the criteria for choosing among
various institutional forms for infrastructure activities. The framework is based on the presumption that
the objectives of the decision are to promote efficiency, fairness, and accountability in the supply of
infrastructure services. The discussion starts from the premise that the competitive private market is the
preferred mode of supply when the economic and technological characteristics of the activity permit
it. The characteristics of various infrastructure activities are discussed to identify the scope for applying
competitive markets, and the appropriate functions to be played by the government and private sector.
The intention here is to make the rationale for choice as transparent as possible. However, this process
of analysis does not lead to one unique institutional solution for any infrastructure activity in all contexts.
A variety of institutional arrangements which involve different degrees of involvement by the public and
private sectors are discussed with reference to specific examples in developed and developing countries.
The paper then summarizes key policy issues that affect the actual incentives and performance of these
institutional arrangements-including issues of creating competition, broadening participation, achieving
appropriate treatment of risks, and designing effective regulation, financing, and planning of
infrastructure.
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FOREWORD

Infrastructure has been a major focus of World Bank lending since its founding, and currently
accounts for abiout forty percent of our portfolio. A key concern of the Bank is to ensure that countries
3bt;.in the ful benefits from their substantial investments in nfrastructure. Our review of operational
experience and research regarding infrastructure development points to the conclusion that institutional
issues-espec!ally those issues concerning the relative roles of government and the private sector, and the
strecture of incentives-are the key to performance in these sectors. In the past decade, international
experience with reform and restructuring of infrastructure activities has been growing rapidly. This paper
attempts to develop a systematic approach to evaluating the range of institutional options in the
infrastructure sectors; to take stock of the lessons of experience and identify the best practices; and,
hopefully, to accelerate and focus the learning process.

The present study was undertaken as part of an or, ing effort in the Transport, Water and Urban
Development Department to look at the key cross-sector. issues in infrastructure. This analysis supports
the Bank's internal review of its own policy and operational activities in infrastructure, as well as the
Bank's dialogue with borrowers and other agen.ies on infrastructure issues. The paper draws upon much
recent analytical work, done within and outside the Bank, as well as on numerous economic and sector
studies by Bank staff which evaluate the perfermance and impact of infrastructure in the context of
individual developing countries. The intended audience for this paper includes students of economic
development as well as officials, in both developed and developing countries, who are concerned with
infrastructure policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The present study provides both an analytical framework, and a review and assessment of
experience, regarding institutional reform issues and options in infrastructure. "Institutions" are
understood here to include factors affecting the relationships among actors (especially government and
private parties) and the structure of incentives; thus, the classic competitive market is one type of
institution. The key concern of this paper is to clarify the rationales for choosing particular institutional
arrangements for the provision of infrastructure services, with the aim of promoting efficiency, equity,
and accountability to users and other financiers. These choices should be based on an understanding of
the economic and technological characteristics of the infrastructure services; the incentives provided by
various institutional arrangements; and the issues involved in implementing the institutional arrangements
so as to achieve the desired outcomes.

Much of infrastructure has characteristics that make it unsuitable to be provided solely
through competitive markets. Such features of "market failure" include economic and technical conditions
which create natural monopoly, "lumpy" investment requirements, spillover effects on non-users, and
the fact that some services are consumed jointly as "public goods". These factors create a legitimate
public interest in infrastructure, but they do not necessarily require government involvement in all
aspects of providing the services. Moreover, it has become increasingly recognized that these
characteristics traditionally attributed to infrastructure are not equally true of all the activities involved.
For example, in railways, only the imbedded rail infrastructure has monopoly features, (and even these
maybe very limited by competition by other modes), while operation of the railway equipment does not.
In many activities, technological developments have widened the scope for competition (especially in long
distance telecommunications services); created low-cost supply options (e.g. in sanitation and irrigation);
and increased the possibilities for pricing of individual consumption and charging for spillover effects
such as pollution (e.g. electronic road pricing). Technology has also created new types of services-for
example, informatics and intermodal transport systems have revolutionized trade logistics-and new
options for production. Even the nature of externalities and social concerns in infrastructure vary greatly
by type of infrastructure: for example, urban roads and solid waste disposal systems have stronger
impacts on local communities and on land use patterns than do power or telecommunications distribution
systems. Thus infrastructure is highly heterogeneous, the traditional "monolithic" structures of
supplying infrastructure are no longer relevant in many activities.

The worldwide trend towards economic liberalization in many sectors, including
infrastructure, has led to experimentation with various institutional arrangements. This experience has led
to two important conclusions: that there are fewer activities requiring public intervention than once
was believed; and that public intervention, when justified, can be exerted through less distorting
policy instruments than those traditionally used.

The pervasive government involvement in finance, regulation, and actual delivery of many
infrastructure services has led to poor performance in many cases-by weakening managers' operational
and financial responsibility, imposing conflicting objectives, and politicizing decisions on investment,
pricing, labor, and technological choice. It is necessary to reexamine the basic rationale for government
intervention and the justification for each type of policy response. In many cases, experience shows that
the risks of poor performance due to possible market failure are less serious to the economy than
the risks of government failure. Public infrastructure monopolies were created in many countries in
order to exploit economies of scale, protect national interests, and mobilize resources for basic system
development. In practice, many of these entities achieve neither efficiency nor distributional fairness, and
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they fail to generate sustainable sources of finance (whether from internal revenues, loans or equity).
Moreover, the extremely poor quality and unreliability of service handicaps economic activities elsewhere
in the economy.

Clarify the rationale for private versus public involvement in infrastructure. The first issue
for analysis is to determine whether market conditions exist for each infrastructure activity, based
on the following criteria:

(a) nature of the good/service-whether jointly consumed ("public good") or privately
consumed ("private good");

(b) conditions of production-to what extent there are economies of scale creating
natural monopoly; whether there are high sunk costs which would deter new
suppliers (if not, the activity is said to be 'contestable"); and what degree of
coordination (e.g., of technical standards) in production is needed for efficiency.

(c) externalities and social objectives-to what extent are there benefits and costs
affecting persons other than those directly involved in the activity;

(d) characteristics of user demand-such as the degree of consumers' access to
information about supply alternatives, and the existence of substitutes for particular
kinds of services.

The above conditions provide the a priori justification for assigning to the private sector or
to the public sector responsibility for various functions-including sectoral planning and policy-making,
ownership, regulation, financing, execution of investment, and/or operation and maintenance (O&M)-for
each infrastructure activity. The following general guidelines for policy are suggested by this analysis:

* For activities involving public or quasi-public goods, natural monopoly, or capital
with high sunk costs-e.g., the provision of network, trunk-type facilities such as power transmission
grids, major highways and pipelines for water and sanitation, port installations, etc.-there is a case for
a public sector role in planning/policy-making, financing and ownership; or alternatively, for private
sector ownership under public regulation.

* The activities necessary to generate services from these facilities may best be carried
out on the basis of competitive bidding for the right to operate the monopoly. The government's
responsibility in this case is to issue the exclusive contract and monitor performance under its terms; to
ensure that other providers of services using the network facilities face fair conditions of access (including
price); and to protect users from other possible abuses of the monopoly.

* For most activities involving capital with low sunk costs (e.g. road freight transport),
entry by the private sector should be fully liberalized (urban bus transport being an exception where
regulation of entry can still be justified); the government should mainly be responsible for ensuring fair
competition.

* Additional characteristics of infrastructure activities such as externalities, social
service objectives, and certain features of user demand may provide justification for public intervention
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through investment planning, regulation and/or fiscal transfers (taxes/subsidies)-but rarely for public
ownership or direct public execution of investment or service operation.

Choose institutional arrangements with appropriate assignment of responsibilities to the
public and private sectors. The institutional options considered here represent a continuum from mainly
public sector, to mainly private sector, responsibilities for the functions of planning/policy-making,
ownership, regulation, financing, investment, and O&M. These options include: (i) government
department, (ii) public utility, (iii) service contracts, (iv) management contracts, (v) lease contracts
(affermages), (vi) concessions, including BOTs, (vii) private entrepreneurship (i.e., with at least majority
private ownership), including through divestiture, and (viii) communal or "self-help" schemes, including
cooperatives. Much of the prevailing attention to 'privatization' in infrastructure tends to focus on only
a few of these options (notably BOTs and divestiture).

The choices among these institutional options for particular infrastructure activities should
depend in large part on the objectives, or benefits, sought from involving the private sector. These
objectives include (i) skilled and independent management, (ii) productive efficiency, (iii) innovation
(dynamic efficiency), (iv) accountability to customers (and improved service quality), and (v) financial
autonomy (including mobilization of additional financial resources for the sector).

Experience with the alternative institutional arrangements in various infrastructure activities
leads to the following observations regarding their potential advantages and disadvantages:

* Some improvements in management and productive efficiency can be gained from
introducing commercial practices (such as by shifting activities from a government department to a
corporatized parastatal) and even a modest degree of private sector participation (as in contracting-out
of specific services or management of operations); these approaches are often impeded by political
interference, however, so that the benefits may not be sustained. Such incremental arrangements may still
be useful as part of a transition to fuller private sector involvement.

* Arrangements which give the private sector producer of services full managerial
autonomy and full commercial risk (e.g., lease contracts), and in addition, responsibility for both
operation and investment (e.g., concessions) have the potential to produce stronger and more lasting
benefits than more limited forms of private sector participation such as service contracts and management
contracts.

* BOTs and complete private entrepreneurship through divestiture may, in addition,
mobilize new sources of funding and further reduce government's financial risk-but this depends on the
terms of the specific agreements.

* Service contracts and management contracts are arrangements which appear to have
unexploited potential as part of a strategy of transition to greater privatization. As the public and private
sector gain experience with these partnerships, they can lead to progressive expansion of private sector
participation through leases and concessions and in some cases, ultimately, to divestiture.

Create the conditions for successful implementation of institutional arrangements. The actual
incentives involved in these institutional arrangements depend on the framework for competition,
participation, regulation and financing.
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Competition. Even where legal barriers to entry in certain activities are removed, there are
often practical constraints which prevent new entrants from competing on equal terms with existing
suppliers-such as regulations regarding access to fixed facilities (e.g., transfer stations, bus terminals)
or to credit, or tax rules that favor public firms. To increase the pool of potential entrants, it may be
helpful in some cases to develop opportunities for competition between public and private operators, as
is practiced in a number of countries for solid waste collection. To reduce uncertainty and the scope for
rent-seeking (corruption) by both private and public sector partners in contractual arrangements, it is
necessary to provide disclosure of information (about the condition of fixed assets, for example), and a
public process of bidding for contracts.

Participation. Institutions must be adapted to foster participation by both users and other
interest groups, including those affected by environmental or other externalities. Participation options
include the provision of facilities and services through self-help schemes (e.g. by neighborhood
associations), or cooperatives as practiced in many countries for electrification and telecommunications
in rural areas; and through mechanisms to represent the views of users and other stake-holders in
decision-making regarding investment planning, regulation, and delivery of services.

Experience with participatory approaches in infrastructure activities suggests that involving
users in all phases of the project cycle (i.e., in the initial design as well as implementation), and providing
opportunities not merely for consultation, but rather for responsible decision-making, is likely to produce
the greatest benefits in terms of both project effectiveness and building of local capacity for sustained
development. Specific efforts often need to be made at the outset to promote the involvement of the very
poor and representation of women as well as men in participatory programs.

Regulation. To design appropriate regulatory policy in any infrastructure activity, it is
necessary to identify clearly the rationale for government intervention in each area as discussed above,
and the specific objectives to be sought. A basic prerequisite for regulation is a stable, predictable legal
framework which is enforced, especially regarding property rights, liability, and contracting.

Regulatory functions and responsibilities should be clearly separated from those of system
operations; this can be achieved through organizational separation (e.g. independent regulatory agencies
distinct from the operating entities, as in the U.K. utilities sectors) or by delegation through contracts,
as is the practice in French urban services. Regulatory procedures should also be transparent, easy to
administer and enforce promptly. The scope for regulators to exercise discretion should be clearly
circumscribed in most cases, in order to create sufficient confidence in the stability and objectivity of the
process. Where regulation of tariffs is necessary (for monopoly services), methods should be preferred
which lead to simple, automatic adjustments and enable producers to benefit from efficiency
improvements. It is also necessary that regulators have direct access to information about quality of
service and user satisfaction, with mechanisms for consultation with the public.

For governments unaccustomed to formal regulation, the practice of contracting for
operations (through service contracts, management contracts, and leases) may provide a gradual learning
process, with the regulatory function embodied in the design and monitoring of the contract. This may
be a more practical approach in some developing countries than creating a separate new regulatory agency
at the outset, especially for subsectors such as railways, urban water supply and sanitation.

Pricing and Financing. Infrastructure is more likely to be economically efficient, and to
have favorable impacts on the environment, when it is subject to user charges. The absence of user
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charges has usually not promoted access to services by the poor, but has rather reduced availability and
worsened inequalities. User charges should be based on economic prices reflecting both costs of supply
and demand considerations (willingness to pay) and, to the extent possible, externalities. In many
infrastructure activities, the structure of tariffs needs to be revised to remove or reduce internal
cross-subsidies, such as between long distance and local telephone service, or between industrial and
household users. As institutional reforms permit facilities and services to be "unbundled" (managed under
separate organizational structures) and increased entry by the private sector is permitted, the structure of
rates becomes even more important, as it determines the incentives for investment and operation in
different market segments.

Social objectives (for legitimate public service obligations, such as supply of water and
transport to low-income neighborhoods) should be financed by explicit budgetary subsidies to the
provider for these purposes alone; or, an even better approach where feasible, paid directly to the needy
population. Such transfer payments must be clearly specified at the outset in any contracting arrangement
with private providers. Moreover, they should preferably be auctioned-off to bidders who will minimize
the costs of such services. Before any such subsidies are justified, the ability and willingness to pay for
services should be clearly assessed.

In activities where services cannot be priced according to individual consumption, financing
through benefit taxes (i.e. paid by the beneficiaries of the services) provides an instrument to manage
demand and promote efficient resource allocation. Establishing an explicit link between such revenues
and the activities they support can be an important element in transforming activities such as road
maintenance and municipal sanitation from a bureaucratic to a commercial orientation.

Once incentives for internal cost recovery and financial discipline are clearly established in
the infrastructure sectors, the prospects for access to external financing improve. Debt instruments should
be used in many areas of infrastructure, especially in the creation of long-lived assets to ease the cash
flow and promote fair burden-sharing between generations. Instruments such as revenue bonds, as well
as equity issues, can provide a good feedstock for emerging capital markets and an attraction to
institutional investors. If specialized institutions are created to provide credit to municipal government,
they should operate on solely financial criteria. In many cases, local governments need to improve their
creditworthiness. This may require more effective tax mobilization, as well as changes in the sharing of
revenue and expenditure responsibilities among levels of government.

Planning. The government often must retain a role in planning of investment even where
execution of investment and O&M is provided by the private market. Especially where market conditions
remain very limited, it is necessary to create measures to ensure that activities of planning (as well as
regulation) are based on incentives for efficiency and responsiveness to demand. A demand-based strategy
for infrastructure development imposes significant information requirements: about the underlying
determinants of demand for specific services, users' willingness to pay, and patterns of congestion, for
example. Performance indicators which reflect service quality and user satisfaction should be used to
inform decisions on planning and policy-making, as well as the operation and regulation of infrastructure
activities. Since demand is ever-changing, it is necessary for infrastructure decisions to be based on a
dynamic process of assessing demand-and where competitive markets cannot provide this, other
approaches such as regular demand surveys and channels for participation are needed.
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Introduction

This paper concerns the choices policy-makers face in designing and implementing
institutional arrangements for the provision of infrastructure-including transportation, electric power,
telecommunications, water supply and sanitation, and irrigation.' "Institution arrangements' are broadly
defined to encompass all the factors influencing the environment in which a project or organizational
entity operates. This environment includes the structure of ownership, horizontal relationships among
entities (e.g., competition), hierarchical relationships (e.g., regulatory controls), financing responsibilities,
and participation by various groups in decision-making. The classic notion of a "competitive market"
may be considered one type of institutional arrangement; there are also variations on this model,
involving many different roles for the public and the private sector. The paper illustrates how a variety
of institutional arrangements may be applied to different infrastructure activities, with the ultimate aim
of improving the performance of infrastructure and its potential contribution to economic development.

Part One of the paper presents some decision-making criteria for assigning activities "to the
market", and for determining the roles of government and the private sector. This section also outlines
a menu of institutional arrangements that represent different degrees of public and private sector
responsibility for the tasks involved in providing infrastructure. Part Two discusses some applications of
these arrangements to infrastructure sectors in a number of countries, and provides a comparative
evaluation based on these experiences. Part Three discusses cross-cutting issues (regarding competition,
participation, risk-sharing, regulation, financing, and planning) which determine the incentives and
conditions for good performance under any of these schemes. A Glossary of the terms used in this paper
is provided in Appendix 1.

These sectors embrace activities commonly known as 'public works" or 'economic infrastructure". Transport includes the
subsectors of roads and highways, railways, ports and waterways, urban transport, and road freight. The water supply and
sanitation sector includes both wastewater (sewerage) and solid waste management. This paper does not specifically address
social infrastructure, such as for health and education, nor certain urban structures such as public buildings, street lighting and
marketplaces, although some of the issues discussed here may apply to these activities as well.
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I. A Framework for Analysis of Institutional Arrangements in Infrastructure

There has been much discussion in recent years about expanding the involvement of the
private sector in infrastructure, and increasing experimentation with specific arrangements for doing so.
Often, however, these efforts are not based on an explicit, normative analysis of the rationale for
assigning specific functions to the public or private sector. One clear lesson from industrial organization
analysis is that much can be learned about the actual structure and performance of an industry, and about
the potential for policies to improve these outcomes, by looking carefully at the economic characteristics
of the goods and services involved, the nature of production, and the structure of demand in the sector.
It is argued here that choosing among various institutional forms for infrastructure should be based on
such an analytical framework as described below, which draws upon established concepts in industrial
organization as well as public finance theory. The analysis focuses on infrastructure, but could be applied
equally to any goods or services.

This framework is based on the premise that the choice among institutional arrangements
should be based on the objectives of promoting efficiency, equity (fair access), and accountability
(responsiveness to users and other financiers) in the supply of infrastructure services. There may, of
course, be other objectives, such as specific political concerns, which determine the ultimate decisions
by policy makers. The discussion also starts from the premise that for goods and services generally,
competitive markets-mainly involving private actors-are both the most efficient mode of supply and
most accountable to users' (consumers') needs. The task of the analysis is to identify where the conditions
of competitive markets apply, or can be approximated, in infiastructure activities; and where these
conditions do not apply, to identify the functions which government needs to undertake and can
implement effectively. This analysis places the burden of proof on the policy maker to explain the
reasons for departing from competitive markets and the private sector for each activity involved in
infrastructure.

To allocate responsibilities between the public and private sectors, one must first distinguish
among the functions involved in enabling infrastructure to become available (sectoral planning and policy
making, ownership, regulation, and financing) or in actually supplying the service (tasks of investment,
operation, and maintenance). Under this framework, the key question is to determine how extensively
government needs to perform the above functions; in other words, in which of these tasks is public
involvement warranted, and through what kinds of policy instruments. International experience with
economic liberalization during the past decade, in infrastructure as well as in other sectors, has revealed
two important conclusions: that the realm of economic activity in which public intervention is required
is narrower than once believed; and that where it is warranted, the public role can often be exerted
through less distorting policy instruments than those traditionally used.

The intention of this framework is to make the rationale for decisions as transparent as
possible. This analysis does not lead to one unique institutional solution for a given infrastructure activity
in all contexts; rather, it suggests some objective guidelines for designing public policies to fit the specific
conditions of infrastructure activities in individual countries.
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A. Determining the "Marketability" of Infrastructure Activities

Since the efficiency characteristics of a classic market are well understood, a good point of
departure for deciding the disposition of any infrastructure activity should be the relevance of the market
model-the burden of proof should be to identify where and why this cannot apply. Neoclassical
economics and public finance theory offers three grounds on which markets may not be considered
entirely appropriate to supply infrastructure, and where "market failure" is expected to occur:

The Nature of the Good2 Involved

A necessary condition for a market is that transactions can be made privately, between
individual buyers and sellers. There are two criteria here:

(i) Subtractability. A purely private good can only be consumed by one person at a time.
Such goods (e.g., food and typical consumer goods) are said to be highly subtractable
or rivalrous in consumption. At the opposite extreme, purely public goods have low
subtractability or rivalry, because consumption by one individual does not lessen the
availability to others-such goods (e.g., clean air) are said to be jointly consumed.
A more operational definition of this criterion for private transactions is that the costs
of consumption by a specific individual can be identified. For an infrastructure
facility with a limited physical capacity, such as a highway designed for a given
traffic volume, the marginal costs of each incremental user may be imperceptibly
small until the capacity limit is reached and congestion appears-but the fact that
congestion is possible indicates that the facility is, in principle, subtractable.
Similarly, scarce natural resources such as an aquifer should be characterized as
subtractable, even though the marginal costs of consumption may appear insignificant
until the possibility of depletion is actually felt.

(ii) Excludability. Individual consumers can also be excluded from transactions involving
purely private goods. Such exclusion is not feasible (or excessively costly) in the case
of purely public goods.

In between the two extremes of purely private goods and purely public goods are toll goods
and common pool goods. Toll goods are characterized by exclusion but low subtractability (e.g., a piped
sewerage system). Common pool goods are subtractable but have a low feasibility of exclusion (such as
many water and forest resources).

The two concepts of subtractability and excludability are related, in that they both are based
on assessments of costs and benefits. Whether the costs of barring access to additional users are worth
incurring depends on the costs they impose on existing users. For example, once a roadway becomes
heavily congested, users may consider it worth the inconvenience to install access gates and fees. The
public interest in policing the use of fisheries and forests grows as society becomes more aware of the
costs of resource depletion. There appears to be an increasing tendency for some goods which were
traditionally seen as purely public (e.g., major highways) or common pool (natural resources) to be
viewed as increasingly private or "toll-able"-both because the technology now exists in some cases

2 The terms "good" and 'service" in this note are used interchangeably.
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which makes it easier or cheaper to restrict access (e.g., electronic road pricing), and because greater
environmental awareness is making society more cognizant of the costs of congestion and resource
depletion.

Appendix II presents a matrix which applies the above criteria to sixteen subsectors in
infrastructure. It becomes clear from this exercise that attempting to determine the 'marketability' of
infrastructure according to these two criteria does not result in simple yes/no answers, but in degrees
(high/medium/low). Particular judgements in each case would depend in practice on the technology in
use, which affects the marginal costs of consumption, the extent of congestibility, and the costs of
exclusion. Each subsector also consists of various activities, each of which may have different degrees
of subtractability and excludability. The ratings for each activity and subsector from Appendix I are
summarized on the following matrix (Table 1-1). The conclusion can be drawn that, contrary to the
common assumption that most of infrastructure concerns largely "public goods", in fact the major
share of the services of these sectors can be characterized as closer to "private goods".

The Nature or Conditions of Production

(i) Natural Monopoly. The efficiency of the private market depends on the existence of
effective competition, which is precluded for goods which entail natural monopoly
in production. Natural monopoly occurs mainly where there are extensive enomie
of scale (high fixed costs relative to variable costs, so that average costs decline
continuously over the relevant range of output).' Natural monopoly implies that the
unit costs of supplying a given market will be minimized with a single
(profit-maximizing) supplier, rather than with multiple suppliers. However, a single
or dominant supplier would have an incentive to charge prices in excess of marginal
costs, and so allocative efficiency would not be achieved. Moreover, lack of
competition may blunt incentives for dynamic and productive efficiency.5 Hence,
where there is market power due to natural monopoly, the conditions for a purely
free private market to achieve efficiency do not hold. Monopoly power also violates
the assumption of "fairness" of transactions and equity in relations between buyer
and seller which underlies the market model.

Where natural monopoly exists, it confers market power and a natural barrier to entry. The
existence of natural monopoly in a given activity depends on the cost structure, which varies with the
particular technology. Technological options may be available which reduce economies of scale and/or

' Appendix 11 (and the summary Tables 1-5) are intended to be illustrative, not definitive, since there may be different ratings
in some cases based on the particular technology in use and other circumstances.

4Natural monopoly may also cntail economies of scope (unit costs of producing different services in combination are lower than
of producing them separately), which continue to exist in some activities in power and telecommunications; and/or economies
of contiguity (the unit costs of producing services in markets which are located close to each other are less than if the market.
are served separately), which are a factor in solid waste collection, for example.

5 This point has been debated extensively in the literature (e.g., Scherer 1990).



TABLE 1-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES: SUBTRACTABILITY AND EXCLUDABILITY

SUBTRACTABILITY
EXCLUDABILITY ............

PUBLBC GOODS COMMON POOL GOODS

LOW Airpor/Airways: Air traffic control Roads and Highways: Tertiary roads - urban
Roads and Highwevy: Signaling and traffic
control

MEDIUM Railways: Switching nd Signaling Irrigation (Surface Watcr): Trunk System: Dam, main Irrigation (Surface Water) Terminal System: Gravity
Roads and Highways: Primnry roads canal; Distribution System: Secondary and Tertiary canals Water Supply (piped): Common Terminal Equipment (i.e. handpump)
(National, Trunk); Tertiary roads - rural Roads and Highways: Secondary Roads
Solid Waste Manaement: Disposal: Solid Waste Managemeit: Collection
Sanitary land fill Wastewater Management (Intermediate/Low Cost
Urban Transport: Traffic signaling Sewerage): e.g. Condominial Sewerage

HIGH Wastewater Management (Conventional Airports/Airways: Runways, gates Airports/Airways: Airplane Services; Ground Services
Sewerage): Conventional Street Sewer; Ports and Waterway: Piers, harbor Electric Power: Generation: thermal, hydro, nuclear; Transmission;
Pumping Station; Treatment Plant Railways: Railbed Distribution

Solid Waste Management: Disposal: Incineration Irrigation (Groundwater): Tubcwells
Telecommunications (Basic Network): Networks Irrigation (Surface Water): Terminal System: Sprinkler
Transmission: Local, Long Distance; Switching; Common Ports and Waterways: ships; Port equipment (Loading/Unloading) os
Terminal Equipment Itailways: Rail cara; Freight Loading/Unloading
Urban Transpor Metro/rapid tranit: Tracks and Rails Road Freight Transort: Trucking Services

Solid Waste management: Transfer; Rcaource Recovery (recyclng)
Telecommunication (Basic Network): Individual Terminal Equipmet
Teleconmuunications (network Extensions): Value-Added Services; Cellular,
Paging, Microwave Relay; Private or Specialized Networks
Urban Transo r: Van, bus; Taxi; Metro: Railcara
Wastewater management (Intermediate/Low Cost Seweraec): Basic Sanitation
(pit latrine)
Water Supply (Nonpiped): Vendor tanks; Boreholes
Water Supply (piped): Trunk and Distribution System; Individual Terminal
Equipment (i.e. home faucet)

TOLL GOODS PRIVATE GOODS

Definitiona:
Subtracrabliry (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunitics of all users. Low subtraciabilgy (nonrivalry) - consumption by one user does not inpede
availbility to other usera (such goods aei 'jointly consumed'). High subrraciabliry = consumption by one user imposes identifiable, calculable coats on other users (such goods ar 'privately consumed').

EclsudabliWty refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High erxludabiliry means it is rlatively easy (t.e. non-costly) to prvent usera from consuming it.
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reduce the nature of capital investment needed to enter the market. Recent advances in economic theory'
have contributed to the understanding that the main deterrent to competition is the element of the fixed
production costs which would be lost in the event of an unsuccessful attempt to enter the market-in other
words, the magnitude of sunk costs in the event of exit. Capital costs are "sunk" to the extent that they
cannot be recovered for other uses, which is generally the case for specialized equipment (i.e., firm,
rather than industry, specific) and fixed (location-specific) installations, such as roads and sewer pipes.
Where production of a good requires no sunk costs, it is said to be perfectly contestabie, and the potential
threat of entry is considered to provide approximately the same market discipline to an existing incumbent
as actual competition. There may be still be practical barriers to entry imposed by policies or other
factors such as shortages of financing; these barriers may be addressed separately as long as an activity
is contestable in principle.

The matrices in Appendix II characterize the activities comprising each infrastructure service
subsector by the degree of economies of scale (for the types of technology most generally in use) and
"sunkness" of costs of capital involved. These characteristics are summarized on Tables 1-2 and 1-3
below.

(ii) Coordination. A concept which is related to, but distinct from, natural monopoly is
coordination. Because of the interlocking networks involved in much of infrastructure
and the fact that flows along these networks (whether of electric power, voice
signals, water, or vehicle traffic) need to follow some explicit rules, formal
coordination is required to some degree-at least in the planning of investment,
technical operation, and setting of minimum standards of equipment and operation.
The extent of coordination needed by the various infrastructure service sectors is also
indicated in Appendix II, and summarized in the following Table 1-4.

Externalities and Social Objectives

Externalities occur where the benefits (or costs) of producing or consuming a good affect
persons other than the individuals involved in the transaction. When the externalities are positive, the
benefits to society are greater than those perceived by the individuals, and the resources allocated to such
goods will be less than socially optimal. When the externalities are negative, the marginal costs faced by
individuals understate the true cost to society, and such goods will be overproduced. In infrastructure,
negative externalities include effects on air, water, and land pollution from motor vehicle traffic, electric
power generation, and irrigation, while positive externalities include the public health benefits gained
from water and sanitation infrastructure. Many infrastructure activities also pose external economies of
consumption (network externalities\, whereby all users (e.g., of voice telecommunications) benefit when
a new subscriber gains access to a network because it increases the range of service they can all enjoy
-namely, the ability to communicate with more people.

In a similar vein, certain social or political objectives valued by the community, such as
universal access to a minimum level of service (particularly for water and personal mobility) may be
considered to have a social benefit beyond that accruing to individual users. Such so-called "merit goods"
have positive social externalities of consumption.

6 Baumol, William J., Panzar, John C., and Robert D. WiJlig, Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry Structure. San
Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988.
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The following Table 1-5 summarizes these types of considerations for the various
infrastructure services, as identified in Appendix II.

The three criteria discussed above (private vs. public nature of goods, natural monopoly,
and externalities) are normally considered to cover the conditions for "market failure", i.e., the inability
of the market model to achieve efficiency because of characteristics of the goods and their production.
A fourth set of considerations concerns the nature of demand for the goods. These features suggest
additional requirements for consumers to acquire satisfaction from any given supply
arrangement-requirements which may have implications for regulatory or price policy, as discussed in
Section B and more fully in Part III.

Characteristics of Demand and Service Use

(i) Existence of substitutes. When there are acceptable and affordable substitutes
available for the services provided by a main supplier, the latter will be unable to
exercise the same market power as a true monopolist. Which alternatives are the
relevant substitutes is a judgement made by the consumers, and these alternative
services need not be identical to those of the dominant supplier. For example, when
the public power source becomes too unreliable, firms turn to private generation even
when it is at a higher cost to them. Households similarly resort to water vendors
when the public water utility fails to serve them adequately. Specialized
communications networks for high-volume business users are sought in some
countries to bypass the congested public telephone network. Much shipping can be
loaded and unloaded by lighters without entering port facilities, for which the lighters
serve as a partial substitute. In many countries, freight traffic by road has become
the preferred substitute for rail transit. Since much of infrastructure is fixed in place,
consumers-especially the poor-are often physically restricted in their access to
substitutes (e.g., the roads have to exist in the same regions served by rail). Thus
substitutability is specific to location and to price and income variables. The issue
becomes particularly important for determining the welfare costs of monopoly
suppliers of many infrastructure services.

(ii) The price elasticity of demand. The classic market model assumes that the consumer
is able to adjust demand to price. However, for certain goods in certain minimum
quantities (drinking water being the most obvious case), demand is virtually inelastic,
meaning that that quantity would be consumed at any price. Beyond this extreme
case, the price elasticity of demand for infrastructure services varies greatly among
different groups of consumers. As a generalization, minimum levels of consumption
of urban public transport, electricity, and even basic voice telecommunications
demonstrate relatively inelastic demand as development increases-they become
"necessities" to gain access to jobs, health care, etc. Wherever demand is
price-inelastic, market power by suppliers poses a greater risk to welfare.



TABLE 1-2. PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITIES: ECONOMIES OF SCALE

ACTIVITY ECONOMIES OF SCALE

SECTOR LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Airports/Airways Airplane Services; Ground services Runways, gates; Air traffic control

Electric Power Generation, Distribution Tranamission

Irrigation (Groundwater) Deep Tubewell; Shallow Tubewell

Irrigation (Surface Water) Terminal System (On-farm): Gravity, Trunk System: Dam, main canal;
Sprinkler Distribution Sytem: Secondary and

tertiary canals

Ports and Waterways Ships; Port equipment (loading/unloading) Piers, harbor

Railways Switching and Signaling; Rail cars; Freight Railbed
Loading/Unloading

Road Freight Transport Trucking Services

Roads and Highways Primary Roads (National, Trunk); Secondary
Roads; Tertiary roads - rural, urban;
Signaling and traffic control

Solid Waste Management Collection; Resource Recovery (recycling) Transfer; Disposal: Sanitary land fill, '
Incineration

Telecommunications (Basic Network) Network: Transmission - Long Distance; Network: Transmission - Local
Switching; Terminal Equipment

Telecommunications (Network Extensions) Value-Added Services; Cellular, Paging,
Microwave Relay, Private or Specialized
Networks

Urban Transport Van, bus (urban, inter-urban); Taxi; Metro/rapid transit - Tracks/Rails
Metro/rapid transit - Rail cars; Traffic
signaling

Wastewater Management Conventional Street Sewer, Pumping
(Conventional Sewerage) Station; Treatment Plant

Wastewater Management (Intermediate/Low Condominial Sewerage; Localized treatment;
Cost Sewerage) Other intermediate sewerage; basic sanitation -

(pit latrine)

Water Supply (Nonpiped) Vendor Tanks; Borehole

Water Supply (Piped) Terminal Equipment: Common (i.e. Trunk System (intake pumping sation);
handpump), Individual (i.e. home faucet) Distribution System



TABLE 1-3. PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITIES: SUNKNESS OF COSTS

ACTIVITY SUNKNESS OF COSTS

SECTOR LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Airport/Airways Airplane Services; Air trffic control; Gmund Rumvgys, ge

Electric Power Generation, Distribution, Transmission

Irigation (Groundwater) Shallow Tubewell Deep Tubewell

Irrigation (Surface Water) Terminal System (On-farm): Gravity, Trunk Sytem: Dam, main canal; Dirinbution
Sprinkler System: Secondary and tertiary cnals

Ports and Waterways Ships Port Equipment (oading/ unloading) Picrs, harbor

Railways Switching and Signaling; Rail cars Freight (loading/uhloading) Railbed

Road Freight Transport Trucking Services

Roads and Highways Signaling and traffic control Primary Roads (National, Taunk); Secondary
Roads; Tertiary Roads: rural, urban

Solid Waste Managemeit Colection; Tranfer, Resource Recovery Disposal: Sanitary ln fll,
Incinerationl

Telecommunications (Basic Network) Network: Tranmission - Long distance; Terminal Equipment: Common Network: Transmission - Local
Switching; Terminal Equipment: Individual

Telecomrmunications (Network Extensions) Value-Added Services; Cellular, Paging,
Microwave Relay; Private or Specialized
Networks

Urban Transport Van, bus (urban, inter-urban); Taxi; Traffic Metro/rapid transit: Trck/Rails
Sigaling; Metro/rapid trnit: Rail cars

Wastewater Management Conventioral Street Sewer, Pumping Station;
(Conventional Sewermge) Treatnent Plant

Wastewater Management (Intermediate/Low Basic Sanitation - (pit latrine) Condominial Sewerage; Localized
Cost Sewerage) treatment; Other intermediate sewerage

Water Supply (Nonpiped) Vendor Tanks Borehole

Water Supply (Piped) Terminal Equipment: Common (i.e. Trunk System (tntake pumping station);
handpump), Individual (i.e. home faucet) Distribution System

Note: High sunk costs imply low contestability, and vice versa.



TABLE 1-4. PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF INFASTRUCTURE ACTIVITIES: COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS

SECTOR LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Airport/Airways Ground Services Airplane ervices; Runway, gates; Air traffic
control

Electric Power Generation; Trmniuion; Distibutios

Irnigation (Groundwater) Shallow Tubewell Deep Tubewell

Inigation (Surface Water) Terninal System (On-farm); Grvity, Trunk System: Dam, main canal; Distribution
Sprinkler System: Secondary and tertiary canals

Potts and Waterways Ships, Post equipmedt (loading/unloading) Pien, harbor

Railways Freight Loading/Unloading Railbed; Switching and Signling; Railcars

Road Freight Transport Trucking Services

Roads and Highways Primary Roads (National, Trunk); Secondary Tertiary Roads - urban; Signaling and traffic
Roads; Tertiary Roads - rural control

Solid Wase Management Resource Recovery (recycling) Collection Transfer, Disposal: Sanitary land fill,
Incineration

Telecommunications (Basic Network) Terminal Equipment Network: Tnsnmission - Local, Long
Distance; Switching

Telecommunications (Network Extensions) Value-Added Services; Cellular, Paging,
Microwave Relay; Private or Specialized
Networks

Urban Transport Van, Bus (urban, inter-urban); Taxi Metro/rapid transit: Tracks/Rails, Railcars;
Traffic signaling

Watewater Managemnent Pumping Station; Treatment Plant Conventional Street Sewer
(Conventional Sewerage)

Wastewater Management (Intermediate/Low Basic sanitation (pit latrine) Condominial Sewerage; Localized treatment;
Cost Sewerage) Other intermediate sewerage

Water Supply (Nonpiped) Vendor Tanks; Borehole

Water Supply (Piped) Terminal Equipment: Common (i.e. Trunk System (intake pumping station);
handpump), Individual (i.e. home faucet) Distribution System
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Table 1-5. EXTERNALMES AND SOCIAL OBJECTIVES PERTAINING TO INFRASTRUCTURE
Sector/Subsector Externalities Socio-political Objectives

Transportation
Railways Network effects' Access to service for

remote areas

Urban Transport
Bus, taxi Air pollution Affordable access to means of

Urban congestion personal mobility
Public safety
Noise

Rapid transit Urban land use

Road freight Air pollution Common carrier
Noise Access for remote areas

Roads and Highways Affects settlement/land use National integration, access to
patterns, drainage, erosion remote areas
public safety, dust pollution

Airports Noise, public safety National defense

Ports/waterways Water pollution National defense

Electric Power Air pollution (thermal) Affordable access to minimum
Radiation (nuclear) service
Resettlement (hydro)

Telecommunications Network effects Affordable access to minimum
service
National integration

Water Supply Intersectoral allocation of Affordable access to
water resource; minimum service
Public health

Sewerage Land, water pollution Affordable access to
Public health minimum service

Solid waste management Land/air/water pollution, Affordable access to
Public health minimum service
Drainage

Irrigation Intersectoral water allocation;
waterlogging, salinization, erosion
of land; depletion, pollution of aquifer;
introduction of diseases

'Network effects-Refers to positive externalities of consumption (decision by one user to link to the network yields benefits to other users,
e.g. by increasing the range of possible communications through the telephone systems). As another example, for a railway between towns A
and B, benefits to usero at any point along the line increase when a link to town C is added.
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(iii) Consumers' access to information. The premise of "consumer sovereignty" in the
market is based on consumers having access to information about the characteristics
of products and services. In some areas of infrastructure, the qualities of service are
not easily assessed by the consumer (e.g. purity of the water supply), which makes
it more difficult to "shop around" and thereby challenge the dominance of particular
suppliers. Another example of asymmetries in the information available to producers
and consumers is provided by the urban transport sector. Individuals cannot assess
the safety of the buses or taxis in which they ride, which justifies public safety
regulation. In addition, inefficiencies (in the form of suboptimal price and frequency
of service) arise in urban bus markets where there is fully unregulated entry, because
of imperfections in consumers' knowledge about the actual service alternatives
available at any one time.' Indicators of service quality which make the performance
of services more transparent increase the "marketability" of infrastructure.
Similarly, the prospects for providing services efficiently through a market can be
enhanced when information is made publicly available regarding the impacts of
consumption on nonusers (i.e., where there are externalities, such as air pollution
caused by motor vehicle traffic).

(iv) Temporal patterns of demand. For certain infrastructure services (especially electric
power and voice telecommunications, and to a lesser extent, water supply and urban
transport), demand is not randomly distributed over time but shows distinct peak and
off-peak periods. The outputs of some of these services also cannot be readily stored,
and the capacity of the system needs to be related to peak demand rather than average
demand. Where facilities involve large, "lumpy" capital investments, the physical
capacity cannot readily be expanded or contracted and the supplier must bear high
costs of excess capacity in slack periods, as is the case for example with power
transmission. However, where incremental facilities can be brought into service to
meet peak demand (such as from standby generators which are connected to the
transmission grid), this may be more efficient in some cases than adding to the main
capacity. Likewise, at some times, construction of extra capacity to avoid congestion
at the peak periods may be avoided by charging higher prices for peak than for
off-peak consumption. Removal of regulations which impede such approaches to
dealing with peaks in demand can reduce the need for very large investments.

(v) Extent of diversity of user needs. A traditional conception about much of
infrastructure is that it produces fairly homogeneous products (e.g., generic power,
telephone, freight transport service) which lend themselves to standardized production
processes by central public suppliers. Yet it is becoming realized from research that
even household demand for drinking water is not uniform but varies with perceived

7 The peculiar features of urban transport markets in this respect are described in Dagerman (1992).

8 A related point is that a condition for production by profit-seeking agents is that the requirements of the product'service can
be fully defined in advance, and that the product delivered can be evaluated unambiguously. These conditions are not met if
information about service performance and quality is not readily available to users (John D. Donahue, The Prvatizadon
Decision: Public Ends, Private Means. New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1989)
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quality differentials and reliability (e.g., Humplick and Madanat, 1992). Moreover,
user needs for telecommunications and transport are becoming ever more diversified
due to rapid changes in technology and production processes. The increasing
differentiation of user demand implies for some services that the structure of supply
has to become more diverse as well to respond adequately. Thus, this last
characteristic of user demand provides an argument for multiplicity of suppliers.

To conclude this section on the "marketability" characteristics of infrastructure subsectors,
it can be said that the provision of network (pipeline-type) facilities, especially the primary or "trunk"
level (e.g., basic transmission hardware for power, telecommunications, piped water supply and
sewerage, trunk highways, port berth structures, and large scale irrigation networks) exhibits, to varying
degrees, the characteristics of public goods, natural monopoly, and high sunk costs. The operation of
these networks, on the other hand (tasks involved in generating services from the facilities), often does
not entail large sunk costs for equipment, and is thus contestable. In addition to these features, it has been
argued here that the nature of externalities and social values associated with the services, as well as the
nature of the market for the services from the users' perspective, must be understood in order to identify
the appropriate roles that the public and private sectors should play concerning both facilities and
operational functions.

In many cases, technological change has transformed the economic conditions of production
and the nature of demand for the services according to the above criteria. Technology has also thereby
introduced new options for supply (see Box 1).

The key point of this section is that to properly judge the "marketability" of infrastructure,
it is necessary to consider the economic and technological characteristics at the level of specific activities
within subsectors. Looked at in this way, as illustrated by the tables above, it becomes clear that
infrastructure is highly heterogeneous not only across subsectors, but also within subsectors. Taking
the airlines subsector as one example, air traffic control is a pure public good; runways and gates are
essentially toll goods; and airline and ground services are private goods. Among the infrastructure
activities charted on these matrices, the majority appear as private goods rather than as public goods.
Fewer of the activities involve large economies of scale than is customarily imagined; however, a
significant share of the activities involve high sunk costs and require technical coordination to operate
efficiently-features that call for some regulation when private entry is allowed.

B. Determining the Public and Private Roles in Infrastructure

Once the basic "marketability" of each activity has been identified in this way, it is possible
to assign responsibilities for specific functions between the public and private sector. For any service
involved in infrastructure-or for that matter, any other sector-if all the conditions for a competitive
market as just discussed are met, then it is unquestionably preferable from an efficiency standpoint to
provide it through the market. However, because of the characteristics noted above, most of infrastructure
cannot be served by private markets. Government intervention is justified in, and should be limited to,
cases where the potential costs of market failure are greater than those of government failure.
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Box 1 The Changing Technology of Infrastructure

Although not all the technological changes relevant to this discussion have appeared during the pas.
decade, their implications have begun to be widely exploited only ia recent years as they provided support for the
concurrent world trend towards economic liberalization. The following briefly illustrates the significance of technological:.
alternatives for creating new supply options and for changes in demnand for infrastructure:

- reducing conditions for natural monopoly. In telecommunications, technological change haxs-
reduced economies of scale in long-distance transmission, undermining natural monopoly in this area. In local exchangui
service, new transmission technologies such as cable-based telephone access, cellular radio, and direct microwave creatc
some de facto competition within the local exchange market. Digitalization of switching has simplified maintenance
functions, thus reducing economics of scale in overhead activities such as O&M. In electric power, technologies such as
gas turbine generators have also reduced economies of scale in generation.

- permitting low-cost supply options. Intermediate sanitation technologies have lower construction
costs than conventional sewerage, making them affordable for low-income communities. Changes in design parameters
for conventional sewerage, based partly on technological advances, have also permitted lower-cost alternatives such as
condominial sewerage to be used where communities organize and participate in planning and implementation. Among
alternatives to traditional large surface schemes in irrigation, options such as drip, bubble, and sprier systems and..
low-level canals with low-lift pumps are highly responsive to demand for water. They promote conservation and foster ::
private manufacture and ownership of the equipment involved.

inereasing range and quality of service. Value-added services in telecommunications (e.g.
facsimile), which are the most dynamic source of demand in this sector, combine transmission technologies with computer
processing. The container revolution in transportation permits rapid and cost-effective transfer of freight across multiplc
transport modes. Combined with electronic communications systems, intermodal transport has greatly reduiicd transportt..:
costs and improved the quality and speed of trade logistics.

- facilitating the "unbundling" of assets and operations. Technologies of "nondestruetivetestin.'
aLnd remote monitoring (c.g., use of cameras within pipelines) perrnit the condition of fixed infrastructure facilities tobe'..
assessed and problems diagnosed without costly and time-consuming excavation or dismantling. This capacity also implies
hiat where the ownership of fixed assets is vested in a different entit than operation (e.g. in a regional wate.

supply/sanitation system or toll road), the owner or regulatory authority can independently monitor the condition of these
assets.

. ' .: : ' --. . ,. . ., . .. . . . ..
* e~xpanding options for demand management. In the roads subsector, clectronic road pricing cani'...

permit road user charges to be differentiated so as to reflect the actual impact of diffcrent vehicle loads on road:
deterioration, to manage congestion, and to internalize the social costs of pollution. Automatic vehicle identification -s
already used an many toll roads in the United States, Norway, and elsewhere in Wcstern Europe and ix planned in Mexico
and Singapore.

More analysis has been devoted to the sources of market failure than to those of government
failure.9 The latter may include factors such as unresolvable conflicts among policy objectives; the
inability of policy-makers to interpret the "public interest" accurately; and the interplay among the public
interest, the concerns of particular constituencies, and the private interests of officials. It is argued here
that to minimize the risks of government failure, it is necessary to be very clear about the argument for
assigning any specific task to government; moreover, once it is determined that government should have

9 The literature on public choice and principal-agent theories, for example, and other institutional analysis have examined issues
of government failure.
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responsibility for a particular activity, it is preferable to choose the least interventionist policy response.
In determining a strategy for transition to this target, it will of course be necessary to take account of the
constraints of social, political, and institutional circumstances (e.g., human capital) in each situation.

In many cases, arguments which have traditionally been presented for public ownership,
financing, and/or delivery of infrastructure services can be addressed by a more restrained policy
response to achieve the same efficiency and equity objectives. This approach can be illustrated very
briefly below, by relating the specific reasons for government intervention to a menu of "minimal" policy
actions:

(i) For activities involving public or quasi-ublic goods, natural monopoly, or capital
with high sunk costs-typically, the provision of network, trunk-type facilities as
discussed earlier-there is a case for public planning and policy making, as well as
public financing and ownership. An alternative may also be private sector financing
and ownership under public regulation.

(ii) Since the activities involved in operating such facilities are normally contestable in
nature, there is no reason a priori why the public sector should operate such
facilities. Operation and maintenance could be ailocated on the basis of competitive
bidding for the right to the monopoly. The government's responsibilities in this case
are to issue the exclusive contract and monitor performance under its terms; to ensure
that other providers of services using the facilities face fair conditions of access
(including price); and to protect users from other possible abuses of the monopoly.

(iii) For other activities that do not involve high sunk capital costs (e.g., road freight
transport), there is generally no economic justification for policies that impede entry
by the private sector. '0 ' The government should mainly be responsible for ensuring
fair competition in such activities.

(iv) Externalities, such as environmental impacts of infrastructure, can be addressed by
regulations (e.g., on zoning, technical standards) or fiscal transfers (taxes, fees, or
subsidies to influence private investment or operation).'2

(v) Distributional objectives can be met by regulation (e.g., universal service
requirements), investment planning (e.g., to ensure a certain regional distribution of

'As indicated carlier, a qualification is needed for urban bus transport, where some regulation (e.g., in the form of competitive
licensing of routes) is justifiable because of structural features of the urban bus market.

11 Even where a particular activity does not entail sunk costs, if there are economies of integration or scope with the other
setivitica undertaken by a dominant provider (e.g., the railway or water utility), this fact may impede the ability of new entrants
to oompete on an equal cost basis. In such cases, there may be need for competitive restructuring of the monopolist-meaning
horizontal and vertical separation of the contestable activities from those involving large sunk costs.

12 Th larger the cxternalities (positive or negative), the more justification for public involvement. As put by Donahue (op
cit.), a poorly-performing contractor should face penalties commensurate with the potential losses it inflicts on the public. When
thesn loues are very great (e.g. of a nuclear power plant disaster, or breakdown in air traffic control), there is justification for
more public involvement in the activity.
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essential minimum services), and/or public financing of nonremunerative services
which are deemed of social importance.

(vi) Significant requirements of coordination among facilities and services may justify
regulation of investment or operating standards.

(vii) Characteristics of market demand, such as low availability of substitutes or low
price elasticity may argue for regulation of tariffs to protect consumers if the supply
is a natural monopoly. Assymetries in information may justify regulation such as
requirements regarding disclosure of information about service quality and alternative
sources of supply. Where temporal patterns of demand exist, there may be a case
for some public planning of investment, deregulation to promote efficient use of
reserve capacity, and pricing policy to shift demand to off-peak periods. A high
diversity of services demanded would suggest policies to liberalize production and
promote competition. It is worth noting that none of these considerations of
externalities or characteristics of demand provides apriorijustirication for public
ownership, nor even for the public sector to engage in all the tasks of planning,
regulating, financing, and delivering the services.

The analysis to this point has referred to assigning functions to the public and private sector
to meet the objectives of efficiency and equity. A third objective mentioned earlier is accountability,
defined as the ability of service providers to serve the interests of users and other financiers. Competitive
markets meet this criterion of accountability in that the profit-oriented suppliers have an incentive to
satisfy demands of their customers (and it is customers who provide the revenues). Where competitive
markets cannot be used to provide infrastructure services, other arrangements have to be found to
promote accountability."3 Such measures may include decentralization of activities undertaken by
government administration, if such decentralization promotes greater responsiveness to users;
participation by users in the planning, financing, and delivery of infrastructure services, whether through
"self-help" or community forms of organization, or through other channels for interest groups to
influence the decisions of service providers and regulators. It is also important that indicators of service
quality and other dimensions of user satisfaction be incorporated into the processes of planning and
regulation.

C. Characteristics of Alternative Institutional Arrangements

The analysis above helps to narrow the range of public policy options to be considered for
particular activities, but does not lead to one unique institutional solution for a given infrastructure
activity in all contexts. The range of institutional alternatives is in fact broader than is often recognized.
The options fall along a continuum between the extremes of completely public sector and completely
private sector responsibility, as shown in Table 1-6. From among these options, specific forms can be
identified as appropriate for particular activities.

13 Whenever services are not financed by user charges, there can be a conflict between the suppliers' incentives to satisfy the
users, and the need to satisfy those who provide the revenues (e.g., often the government budget). Thus, in addition to the
measures listed here to increase accountability, it is important that infrastructure services be subject to user charges to the
greatest possible extent (see 'Pricing and Financing" in Section 111.)
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Table 1-6. Types of Institutional Forms by Degree of Public and Private
Sector Responsibility'

Range of Responsibility Menu of Institutional Oplions

. .v PUBLIC SECTOR

xxxxxxxxxx Government Department
xxxxxxxxx Parastatal
cx x X X X X X XService Contracting
xxxxxx Management Contracting
xxxxxX Lcasing
xxxx Concessions (including BOTIBOO etc.)

O X X Cooperativelcommunal arrangements
o -v x Privatc cntreprencurship2

PRIVATE SECTOR

1. Sec Anncx 111 and Cloas%ary for &ila dcfinaiWons, and du=rip1ions. ithscai.egoriCs arc nol muntiialy
cxc]uswvc, c.g. g'c1rncjt depantnxriUs and pa2sUals nmav cmploy thr vaious fonns of e etianUg
aLX wpcr4fics and pdvac cnuvcprcncuw5 my wwi un&kr cWuD-nlia schmc. fr, public WC*uI cntiics.

2. With majority lo rsra private shareboldina.

Table 1-7 provides a more detailed taxonomy of the institutional alternatives which indicates
how they compare in their assignment of functions, risks, and compensation to public and private parties.
Table 1-8 illustrates how the various institutional options may apply to particular infrastructure activities,
after taking into account the extent to which each activity lends itself to market conditions and the
requirements for government involvement. If the aim is to choose alternatives which promote efficiency
and accountability, then those which involve greater degrees of private sector responsibility and
involvement by beneficiaries i.e., those towards the right-hand side of Tables 1-7 and 1-8 would be
preferred wherever feasible.

The next section describes these arrangements as they are currently in practice in various
infrastructure sectors, with an emphasis on developing countries. Appendix III includes a broader (though
not exhaustive) listing, by infrastructure sector and country, of where the main alternative forms are
planned or under implementation at the present time.



TABLE 1-7. COMPARISON OF INSTITUTIONAL FORMS BY ASSIGNMENT OF
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

FORMS Govermment | Corporatized Service Management Leasing Concession Private 'Self-Help'

Department 'Traditional" Cormneriafized Contracting Contracqing (Affermage) (BOT) Entrepreneur Cooperative/

l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Com lUI
FUNCTIONS Parastatal/Public Utility Co

Ownership of Assets State (Majority) State or Mixed Private Private or in

State State (Majority) common

Sectoral Investrent Internal By Parent agency Public None or Public None or

Planning and Policy- to Parent or Separate Public Authority Authority Authority Public

Making Govermnient Agency negotiated Authority

Regulation w/Contractor

Capital Financing Governnent Large Parastatal Public Public Public Private Private Private

(Fixed Asset) Recourse to (linited Contractor

Subsidies and aubsidies;

Current Financing Govermnent Government- Market-based Public Public Private Private Private Private

(Working Capital) backed financing) Contractor Contractor

l ___________________ __ _ _ __ _ or w n _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __borrow ing I_I_ _

Execution of Investment Private Public Partner Private Private Private

Governnent By Parastatal Contractor Contractor
for Specific ______ ---------------

Operation a) Government Services Private Contractor
Maintenance

Other Characteristics:

Managerial Authority Public I Private Private Private

Government Government Parastatal Partner I Contractor Contractor Contractor Private Private

Commercial Risk Governnent Government Parastatdl Public Mainly Public Private Private Private Private

Partner Contractor Contractor

Basis of Private Party Based on Based on Based on results, net of Privately Privately

Compensation N/A N/A N/A services services and contractor payment for use of Determined Determined

rendered results existing assets
1------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------- ------------ ------------------------

Duration No limnit No limnit No limit Less than 5 About 3-5 5-10 years 10-30 years No limit No linmit

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ years J years _ _ _ _ _ l__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __yee



TABLE 14. INSTITUTIONAL FORMS APPLICABLE TO
INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITIES

FORM j Government Parastata/ Mmnageint j Concession Regulted/ 1 Unregulated
Department Publk Sersike Contract Leasing | BOT| Entrepreneur Entpreper Coupentive 
Nationai or Utility Contract _ _o_(Affennaej ;Conerad've Co unal

S Sub-National) I.
SECrOR i*) )

POWER: Overanl Generation Small Scale
Commrunal

Tranamission Sysem Enclave( System |
sactord

Distribution Systemr

TELECOMS: Local transmission, swit.ning sysem Long Distance Terminal Comnunal
Transmission Equipment Systems

service
and Extnson

TRANSPORT:
polcy Passenger and Freight Rail Enclave'

RAilways

Urban making Urban Taxi, Van
Transport Commuter Rapid Transit Bus Inter-Urban Bus

Freight ..... :.,.. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... 

Roads nFRreight O

Roads and Prinmary, Secondary, Urban Roads |Toll Road Enclavof Rural and i

Highways I Local Roads

Airport/ General-Use Airports Enclave and Airlines
Airlines

Enclave! and Shipping
Ports and General Use Ports
Waterways

WATER & Pipe Water Trunk & Distribution Enclave' Communal
SANITATION Sysems
Water Supply Shallow Well;

Vendor

Sewerage Conventional Sewerage and Treatmnent Intermediate Sewerage

Solid Wase Collection/Transfer/Dispoaal Collection/ Recycling
Management

IRRIGATION: Terminal Small
Trunk and Distribution SydemsaQarge scale) equipment Scale

Surface Water (on-farm) Communal

Tubewells Deep Well Shallow Well

E el- w' p a *c- r nuW fc excri. The fp p er. e.g. wIW o w.id. p; tbt W.p i *o .-
Itkie pmly d. gumi ofc mf & uy. rme i. .1- rd far xultQ b_ sm -. to rr eetib.
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H. Lessons of Experience with Alternative Institutional Arrangements

The preceding section began from the premise that the competitive private market, where
it can be applied, is best able to serve the objectives of efficiency and accountability in provision of goods
and services. This advantage is attributed to the following features of the private sector, in pursuit of
which governments increasingly seek to involve private companies in infrastructure:

(i) managerial skill-rapid and flexible decision-making, due to a clear structure of
incentives (individual reward based on performance);

(ii) productive efficiency-e.g., lower production and delivery costs, stemming from the
motivation to make a profit. This outcome is achieved in part because private
companies are less constrained than the public sector by bureaucratic or political
issues regarding procurement and labor practices;

(iii) dynamic efficiency-the motivation to invest in and maintain capital equipment
needed to expand and introduce technological improvements. Investment is also less
subject to political influences;

(iv) accountability to customers-the motivation and flexibility to adapt production to
changing markets and to achieve better service quality and customer satisfaction;

(v) financial autonomy-a final virtue of the private company, particularly from the
government's perspective, is that it reduces government's financial burden for
operating expenditures and debt servicing.

The institutional options reviewed here involve the private sector to varying degrees; correspondingly,
they differ in the extent to which they can achieve these advantages. The analysis below moves from the
institutional form with the least involvement by the private sector ("government department") to the form
with most extensive private responsibility (private entrepreneurship).

It should be noted that most of these alternative forms of private sector participation have
either not been in practice for many years, have not been tested in countries with different socioeconomic
circumstances, or have not been rigorously evaluated. This section does not provide a systematic or
comprehtensive review of all relevant experiences. The discussion here is intended to illustrate some of
the more typical examples in developing countries and represent the current thinking of knowledgeable
observers, based on a rapidly evolving set of practices.

A. Review of Experience by Type of Arrangement

Government Department

In many countries, full responsibility for infrastructure traditionally resided in govenmment
departnents, although hiving-off these functions to autonomous or semi-autonomous public corporations
or public utilities became the norm in many countries years ago. In Japan, for example,
telecommunications was operated by government ministry until 1952, when it was established as a
state-owned enterprise (and more recently privatized). Government departments remain the typical
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institutional form for sanitation (usually at the municipal level), major irrigation works, and roads and
highways (both national and subnational). Even the national railway continues to operate as a government
department in Bangladesh, India, China, Egypt and many former socialist countries, although this is now
more the exception that the rule worldwide.

As argued in the previous section, there is no a priori justification for assigning all
functional responsibility for any infrastructure service to a government department. A government
department is generally appropriate mainly to provide overall policy guidance and sectoral planning. It
would also be typically the channel for budgetary compensation for specific, nonremunerative public
service obligations, if any, performed by the sector entities. However, since this form is so common in
the roads and highways sector especially, and any change poses difficult issues of transition, it is worth
considering improvements within this particular case. For limited areas in the road/highway sector,
operation of toll concessions and even outright private ownership of the road infrastructure is feasible,
and these options are discussed later below.'4 What is addressed here is the bulk of the sector (primary,
secondary, and urban roads) where these options are not practical or desirable, and some public
production of road services is expected to continue.

For many government highways departmnerts, reforms are needed to (i) better link revenues
and expenditures, (ii) set clear management objectives, such as for maintenance to achieve a given quality
of road services, and (iii) monitor performance on Li,e basis of specific indicators. The aim of reforms
would be to create surrogate market discipline, through a clear relationship between the supplier of road
services and the users, in order to strengthen incentives for good management and improve the quality
of service (Heggie, 1991). These objectives of reform can be met to varying degrees through different
approaches, including (i) decentralization of the road management responsibilities to lower levels of
government, (ii) corporatization, by converting the road agency to an autonomous enterprise, and (iii)
contracting-out of functions to private operators. Options (ii) and (iii) are discussed in separate sections
further below.

Decentralization. Decentralization of road administration is justified when it contributes to
greater efficiency and accountability. The first step often involves reclassifying the road network into
those serving the national market (e.g., 2-10 percent of the total network in most industrialized countries)
and those of local or regional importance. The next step is to achieve an appropriate assignment of
expenditure and administrative responsibilities as well as of resources between the central and local
agencies. International experience suggests that central administrations should retain the functions of
strategic planning and monitoring of a minimal network of roads of national interest; setting of technical,
environmental and safety standards; and coordination of road research and training. Regarding the
subnational agencies, there can be true devolution of authority, whereby the local agencies have full
responsibility for planning, programming, and execution of their respective road networks. Alternatively,
limited functions can be deconcentrated or delegated to local offices with central control of funding and
supervision. Devolution may be more effective in achieving local accountability, but it requires a higher
level of local institutional capacity and political support than the more limited forms of decentralization
(Cellier, 1992).

The distribution of financial resources must be made consistent with the decentralization of
expenditure responsibilities. If revenues for the road sector derive mainly from general taxation or road

14 Toll roads rarely account for more than five percent of the main road network in any country (Heggic, 1991).
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user charges-which may be more efficiently collected centrally-revenue sharing needs to be worked
out through intergovernmental transfers or tax reform at the local level. The main issue with fiscal
decentralization is that it may make it more difficult to achieve objectives of redistribution of resources
from richer to poorer areas. Certain revenues, such as vehicle registration taxes and taxes on petroleum
products, may be efficiently collected at the local or provincial level.

In sum, the decentralization of road administration appears a very modest measure compared
to more dramatic shifting of responsibilities from government towards the private sector, but even this
measure needs to be carefully planned in view of the extremely limited supply of institutional and
managerial capacity in many developing countries. It can be concluded here that effective devolution of
responsibility, based on an appropriate classification of the road network and supported by adequate
assignment of revenues, may achieve improved efficiency and accountability of performance as contrasted
with the monolithic central road agency. However, corporatization of the agency, and contracting-out
of functions to the private sector, provide additional scope for improving incentives and outcomes.

In other infrastructure sectors as well, decentralization can be an important option to make
management more accountable to users, especially where the population affected is limited to a
geographic region. Decentralization can also be a first step towards private sector involvement such as
through contracting-out, and is most effective when combined with other measures to improved efficiency
such as through commercialization (discussed below). In the railway sector, Brazil has shifted its
commuter rail services .-, R.1.k and S,o Pauloj from federal 'o state control; in Argentina a number of
inter-city passenger lines are being transf ired to the states, whiCli are better abie to assess local
demand.'5 Likewise, the national water company in Bulgaria is to be transferred to local government
ownership, through formation of regional joint stock companies of which the municipalities will own
shares.

Public Utility'6

This type of organization is ubiquitous in both developed and developing countries for
telecommunications, power generation and transmission, railways, ports, water supply and sewage
treatment. Many countries have begun to reform these entities to achieve greater efficiency and
accountability, through commercialization (whereby agencies are given separate budgets and financial
autonomy based on tariff revenues, and the managerial autonomy to operate as a business); and
corporatization (whereby agencies are transformed into a legal entity subject to company law, with
formal separation of ownership and management responsibilities, e.g. through a board of directors or
other body). As a publicly-owned entity, some constraints on the autonomy of a parastatal may be
legitimate, such as rules on employment, wage determination, and procurement. However, often
parastatals are subjected to the same political pressures facing the government administration and are
prevented, for example, from disconnecting customers for nonpayment or from paying market wages for

15 Galenson, 1993.

16 Public utility is used synonymously with 'public enterprise" or "parastatal" here. These entities are defined here as having
majority public ownership or control (as exercised through voting rights). Joint ventures where the private sector owns and
controls a minority share may provide positive incentiveA for efficiency as well as additional capital, but these are not considered
here as qualitatively different from public enterprises. Cases where the privatc sector hau majority ownership and control are
treated under the section below as 'entrepreneurship'. There may also be cases of private majority ownership with minority
control, and private minority ownership with majority control (occasionally used as a transition to fuller privatization).
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their staff. Public utilities therefore often function like arms of the government and their boards of
directors exist only in form.

Commercialization. Although commercialization is a limited reform in the present scheme,
its importance should not be underestimated. It is a prerequisite to making managers accountable for the
use of resources; it is also a necessary condition for improved efficiency in response to competitive
pressures. In many activities carried out by government departments or traditional parastatals, such as
solid waste collection, it is typical to find officials almost totally uninformed about the structure of costs
(Cointreau-Levine, 1992). Explicit cost-accounting also helps to identify activities which are
nonremunerative and, if they remain justified as essential public services, should be financed by specific
subsidies. In the United States, the introduction of commercial performance-based management of the
road authority has been found to reduce road maintenance costs by 5-15 percent through more effective
work planning and higher labor productivity (Heggie, 1991).

One dimension of commercialization of railways has been to break tasks into profit centers
or 'lines of business" corresponding to specific markets. For the typical government department, not only
is an income statement a novel management tool, but so is a balance sheet. The characteristic lack of
orientation of public officials to the concept of asset management may help to explain the widespread
problem with inadequate maintenance of the infrastructure stock.

Corporatization. The Bank has a long experience in supporting government efforts to
corporatize public enterprises, along with other reforms to enforce market-like pressures by cutting off
access to subsidies, and enforcing bankruptcy and liquidation of enterprises that prove nonviable under
these conditions. In very many cases, such public enterprise reforms have been of limited success, and
the gains achieved have been ephemeral. The pervasive problem is that where governments have dominant
ownership and control of enterprises, political interference in management will sooner or later reemerge
(Kikery, Nellis, and Shirley, 1992). Therefore, where feasible and appropriate (according to the decision
criteria outlined earlier), it is often preferable for public enterprises to be converted to private ownership
through divestiture of shares or sale of assets.

Despite these shortcomings, corporatization represents a considerable advance over current
practice in some areas of infrastructure-such as management of roads, major irrigation works, and solid
waste transfer and disposal. In fact, for those segments of infrastructure where there are high sunk costs
(specifically for the network of trunk facilities of major highways, power transmission grid, urban tram
and general rail lines, and water and sewerage pipelines), the most appropriate arrangement may be for
ownership to be vested in a public corporation which will take a particular interest in ensuring a
reasonable return on these assets.

Since public enterprises will remain a dominant organizational form for many infrastructure
activities at least for a transitional period, methods of improving their performance continue to be needed.
Various ways of restructuring the activities of the enterprise, such as by "unbundling" the fixed
infrastructure from the more contestable operations, are possible. The Swedish railways, for example,
separates track ownership from operations to facilitate commercial operation (Galenson and Thompson
1992) discuss this and related options in practice for the railway sector in a number of countries.
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Additional approaches covered in later sections below include management contracting, service
contracting, and leasing."

Although it is still relatively rare in developing countries, the conversion of road
departments to public utility corporations is attracting increasing interest as a way of improving
performance, particularly of road maintenance."3 In practically all countries, the sector has an available
source of financing through road and fuel taxes. The reform entails identifying a portion of these taxes
as user charges-the "road tariff-which would be channeled directly to a fund managed by a
corporation with responsibility for road expenditures. The road utility would have to be answerable to
trustees as "owners", representing both road users and the government. Such a system exists in the
National Roads Board of New Zealand, under which road expenditures are budgeted based on assessments
of traffic-related costs; user charges are then calculated to reflect the wear and tear created by different
types of vehicles; and the Board manages its budget autonomously, but with accountability to users
(Galenson, 1990).

In the municipal solid waste subsector (MISW), the activities of transferring wastes to
disposal points and disposal itself exhibit economies of scale and are most efficiently managed by a
metropolitan area-wide or regional authority. Cities in a number of countries are using quite effectively
a public service corporation-type of authority to perform the transfer/disposal functions (Bartone, 1991).
In such corporations, the local governments involved may serve as owners (partially or wholly); the entity
could also be privately owned and regulated by the local governments, or publicly owned but operated
as a private concession (as discussed further below).

Significant changes in orientation are required in the transition of a government department
to an effective corporate entity, as illustrated in the case of the National Water Supply and Drainage
Board of Sri Lanka (see Box 2). An evaluation conducted in 1988 of five of the most successful municipal
and regional water and sewerage utility companies in Latin America, which compared their performance
to that of Spanish and French utilities, concluded that the most successful companies in both groups had
the following features: (i) high quality managers and stability in mid-management and professional
positions; (ii) financial strength, including reasonable tariffs which cover at minimum operational and
maintenance requirements; (iii) an emphasis on maintaining good customer relations; (iv) in some of the
companies, successful use of private contractors to perform O&M function, participation of private
capital, and the use of effective cost accounting systems. It was also noted that very clear delineation of
roles of the government, the board of directors, and the management contributed to top performance
(Yepes, 1990).

Other approaches which have been used to help public enterprises in developing countries
improve performance include twinning and contract plans. Twinning involves a horizontal, sustained
cooperation between a well-run, mature company and a less experienced or poorly performing company.
Twinning has been done in water and power, for example between NEA, the national electrical utility

17 These three alternatives (in particular service contracting) may also be used by government departments, but they are
discussed here in relation to parastatals.

la The UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) has a research project supporting the
development of this institutional arrangement (Schliesser, A., 7he Reform of Road Network Conservation. Basic Issues to be
Treated, Conference on Commercialization of Public Transport Services in Developing Countries. Buenos Aires, 1991.)
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Box 2 The National Water Supply and Drainage Board of Sri Lanka-Improving the Performance of a
Corporatized PubiUt Utility...

In 1975. the Department of Water Supply and Drainage, within the Ministry of Local Government,
Housing and Construction, was almost entirely devoted to perform capital construction projects, mainly to create new
capacity. From 1975, it was transformed into an autonomous body, the NWSDB with responsibility for developing and
operating water supply and piped sewerage. By 1984, the company was functioning reasonably well in terns of
construction of new schemes but had been demonstrably unable to shift its role from a focus on capital projects to O&M
and consumer billing. The USAIDIWASH project for the institutional development of the company began in 1985 with
the gim of ssisting it to radically reform its roec to be consistent with its corporate status. Over the next 6-7 years of
intensive consultant input, the project focused on developing corporate planning, regional decentralization and delegation,
improved O&M (reduction in unaccounted for water, improvement in water quality, preventive maintenance), improved
financial management (performance budgeting, tariff reform, cost control), management improvement (staff optimization
and employee performiance evaluations), and customer relations. Indicators of performance, including collections ratio,
billing lag, consumer complaints, unaccounted-for water, and the rehabilitation share of the capital budget were
considerably higher by the end of the project.

The NWSDB institutional development project was considered a success in shifting the organization from
engineering-oriented to an O&M and conmmercial orientation. Key to this success was the intensive consultant input, but
sustainability is judged to be high because of the decentralization of responsibilities to regional centers, and the
establishment of an effective corporate management capability in the institution. It is interesting tbat the project did not
involve contracting-out functions to the private sector. The evaluation report notes that external political intervention;
continues to exist; the cornpany was forced to accept a 45 percent government-mandated salary increase in 1989, for
example; the government approves and finances all investments, and there are political pressures for hiring. To insulate
the company from such negative external forces, the project stressed the development of cost consciousness, an in-housc
planning capability with clear project selection criteria, emnployce performance evaluations, and a corporate identity,

Sources: Executive Sunmaiy FmalReport on Institutional Development of the NWSDB, August 1991. Engineering-Science
Inc., Pasadena CA., in colUaborahion with Resources Development Consultants, LTD, Sri Lanka.

of Nepal and Electricity de France (EDF). The two-year relationship begun in 1989 helped NEA
management to understand the reasons for poor performance in the past, and to clarify its role relative
to that of the government. However, the arrangement was unable to affect the continued extensive
intervention of the government in NEA affairs. A weakness of twinning is that the senior utility is limited
in its ability to influence decision-making by the junior partner.'9

Contract plans (also called "performance contracts") are negotiated agreements between the
government, acting as the owner of a public enterprise, and the enterprise managers. Contract plans also
help to clarify goals of the utility and its role relative to those of the government. They usually involve
a promise of increase managerial autonomy for the enterprise in exchange for its fulfillment of agreed
pertormance targets (Nellis, 1988). For example, in the above case of NEA in Nepal, the twinning
arrangement was followed by a performance contract to formalize the agreements reached between the
utility and the government regarding their relationship. Contract plans under various names have been
used for the railway in Senegal, Mexico, and Kenya, with very limited results.0 Contract plans can be

19 From EDF International, 'Seminar on Power Utility Management by Performance Contracting', World Bank, May 19, 1992.

2 Galenson and Thompson, 1992.
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helpful in identifying and monitoring of performance targets, and work best for companies which already
operate commercially with sound financial and reporting procedures. A major shortcoming of these
agreements is that the enterprise cannot hold the authorities accountable to enforce the contract, and many
governments have reneged on their commitments under these agreements when political or economic
conditions change.21

Service Contracting

Service contracting involves "contracting-out' of specific operations and maintenance
activities to the private sector, usually for a period of a few years. With this approach the public provider
(government department or public enterprise) sets the performance criteria for the activity, evaluates
bidders, supervises the contractor(s), and pays an agreed fee for the services, which may be based on a
lump-sum, unit costs, or other basis. To achieve greater efficiency gains from contracting-out, contracts
should be awarded through competitive tendering; private bids may even be compared against those of
the public agency. Some countries retain a force account capacity to compete with the private contractors,
or to provide a residual means of performing essential functions should the contractor fail, for example
due to a labor dispute. However, since public agencies normally have poor cost accounting which renders
it difficult to compare their service costs to those of an outside contractor, it is important that competition
for contracts between the force account and private contractors be based on a full and comparable
assessment of costs.

Activities such as ticketing, cleaning, food catering can be readily contracted-out for
railways, as done in Pakistan, and locomotive repair and maintenance are carried out privately in Kenya,
Suday, and Senegal. In the water supply/sewerage sector, the operationlmaintenance of standpipes, meter
reading, billing and collections are also obvious candidates, and such service contracts have been used
in Chile since the 1970s with good results in staff productivity and cost containment. Where there is need
for particularly tight coordination and quality control, such as in maintenance of track infrastructure,
contracting-out is still possible but requires especially careful oversight by the public authority.

Sometimes practically all of the core functions of public agencies can be contracted-out, with
only a basic staff left in the agency to award and monitor the contracts. This is the nature of AGETIP,
the nonprofit contracting agency for small scale infrastructure projects financed by World Bank projects
in Senegal and several other West African countries (see Box 3). Another example is the public water
company in Santiago, Chile (EMOS), which in 1977 introduced contracting-out as part of a strategy to
reduce its own staff and use their services as private contractors. The approach has contributed to EMOS
achieving one of the highest staff productivity rates in this sector in Latin America, even when the labor
content of the contracts is taken into account (Triche, 1990).

Contracting-out of road maintenance has been an established practice for many years in a
relatively few countries (including Brazil, Kenya, and Malaysia among developing countries), and has
been introduced more recently in many others (including Algeria, Chile, and Pakistan). A 1991 study of
this arrangement in these as well as several developed countries made some interesting observations.
After experience had been gained with contract maintenance, there was a general perception in the

21 However, the governments can hold the enterprise accountable: in the Gambia, three public enterprise managers were
dismissed due to failure to achieve the goals stipulated in contract plans (7he Reform of Public Secior Management.- Lessonsfrom
Experience, World Bank Country Economics Departmcnt, Policy and Research Series No. 18, 1991.)
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.. .. .. I - ::~:::: U tract M agement of Publi Work:

;70~ ~ ~ Th : ;it l ; -l -li*AGETIP model of contract management. first used in the context of aJ Bank project in Senegal, wasV
:- developedf to improve the efficiency fof public works projects by permiitting the application of private sector management
practicf p-to the publ:c; sector, transferring die execution of sub-projects from inefficient public agcncies to dynamic small.

;0 firms fintlhe privaitc sector,$ and libtig the managers of projects from the cumbersomne red tape of public institutions.
AGETW: (Aga:i;icfrte Eection of Work in ithe Public Interest) is a private, not-for-profit company-an NG0. Its;
missitE on is :liun4beskegeneral contracting commfissions from public entities such as municipalities or ministries, It hires:
*coaaultantsto prepare designs and fbidding documcnts and to supervise works; it issues caLl4 forE bids, evaluates them and? 
sig Ib contracts itz evaluates progress,i pays thie contractors, and undertakes the final ecpion of the works. Actvities:

....of teagenyreegulated through its Manual of Procedures. 

i' .... . '.;.ii.;.i''tt . ' .... .. ;.; E 's 0 r o n t.... .... frs.ea o peato, GT i.e.ga .eued. mllo ofawoks throughc119nsubprolects

....using.7 Paiysmaillor oediumsized contractors and a reating almoust2000 person-years of ejmployment A number
of fatorsex.plain.its.success..first, theprvate sector managementteam actively seeks out efflcieney; for example, it takes

pride t: paying onctors in 10 days, rather than the 30 days allowed in the manual or the months taken by publio
t... tie.s.. . Sc..ceit ontracts engineering consultants and contractors on an as-needed"basis, its overpead isv

-iiextrly low. 'Third its privted legal status absolves it: e from the cumbersome bureaa procedures of the public

~( z~ hETIP lso ionfers indiretbnef oth e Pulcal eeconom,byprevatin dmndt ~6 rfitorndpeny-ricesGof loca*'-'-'.''.-"-'.-'-:0'''--.'400 '':; f 06 jc 1

c..:-¢o'ntrcing-s:d consulting industries, thus stsimulating their development. AGBTUP currently has 680 local contractors and:!
i-:6( l ai dconsUkta0son 0itso toster. The success iof AGETIP has alsc espurred other agencies to improve their: ownIt 
performaxce; the- Minister :of Publiic Workcs is consildering setting up an AGETIP within; his ministz7,: and the mayor of:

i.':.SDakahas:-used AGEIl? to execueprojects financedfrom his own budget. 0: ::::::::: :::: : :::i

t;i' .$iTi:. li "-t-'t i;$G'ET; 'I'tP's successS hs led to the craion of similar agencies under World Bank prtjecb in Niger, Mali,7E
-'Beami, tand Burkina aso,;:Mauritaniia is aboutf to: create such an agency as: well.: One component of the propo:serd?:

.......Maurit projectwill disseminate information to local communities inworder to increase their sense of responsibility
t.o.w . project work. An obje e is to improve communication between the grassroots and local authorties so that the;
.fo:rmer are consuted- aprojectsth at:affcqt their neghborhood beforea theproects ar resented for funding. Thisv is::
pt'0:t articulary Sipantlit-h Athe icase of :garbage collection: and sewer cleaning,: whSere grassroots: participation can make a 
ifdifence in terms of ipublic :hygierMe:u:fPT.i :ed: :::

countries surveyed that it is more cost-effective than force account, although direct comparisons of costs
between the approaches were difficult and incomplete because of different methods of execution, quality
standards, and accounting practices. It was also generally accepted in the countries surveyed that the force
account work groups became more efficient when they had to compete with private contractors. It is
interesting that all contractors surveyed expressed the need to expand the scope and duration of the
maintenance contracts to allow for capitalization and for the acquisition of specialized equipment; this
finding suggests a tendency for service contracting to expand gradually towards contracts involving
investment (concessions). ln countries where there had been a successful transition from force account
to contracting, a close working relationship and detailed information exchanges among the road agency
and the contracting industry had been important features (Miquel and Condron, 1991).

Collection of municipal solid waste by contract is becoming increasingly common in
developing countries, including some of the poorest countries such as Haiti. The impetus for seeking
private sector involvement in this activity is obvious: expenditure on MSW services absorbs 20-50
percent of total municipal revenues in developing countries, yet on average only 50-70 percent of solid
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wastes are collected. Studies of private sector involvement-mainly through service contracting-in MSW
in both developed and developing countries have concluded that private collection is generally more
efficient than public (Cointreau-Levine, 1992; Bartone et al, 1991). The private contractors have lower
wages and benefit costs, younger (more productive) crews, and face fewer civil service-or
union-induced restrictions on hours of work and overtime. Private sector crews also have newer and
more standardized vehicle fleets, allowing for greater productivity, and higher vehicle availability.
However, in this subsector, as well as in road maintenance, it is often difficult to compare exactly the
cost-effectiveness of private versus public agents because of the general absence of cost accounting by
the municipal solid waste department.

It is important that service contracts be of sufficient length to permit the contractors to fully
amortize any equipment purchased, such as collection vehicles (about four years). In developed countries
where large markets exist for resale and leasing of capital equipment, this argument for length of contract
is less of a concern.

Management Contracts

Management contracting extends the responsibility of the private sector beyond individual
service functions to encompass a broad scope of operations and maintenance, usually for a period of 3-5
years. In cases where the contractor receives a set fee for services rendered, the arrangement is essentially
no different from technical assistance. In the concept of management contracting addressed here, the
contractor obtains at least some of its compensation as a function of the company's performance, and
therefore shares some of the commercial risk of the enterprise. For example, in France, where
management contracts are common in the WSS sector, the incentives for productivity improvements are
provided by linking the contractor's payment to indicators such as reduction in leakages or number of
connections. Box 4 describes how technical assistance evolved into a management contract in
Guinea-Bissau.

If compensation is linked to performance, it is necessary for the contractor to be given
autonomy in day-to-day management decisions. In many developing countries, however, the private
contractor cannot control key functions that affect productivity and service quality (such as staffing,
procurement, or publicly-provided working capital), and thus cannot be held fully accountable for overall
results and evaluation of performance is difficult. In these circumstances, management contractors are
often compensated on the basis of a fixed fee. Greater efficiency gains can be obtained from management
contracting when significant autonomy is granted and the compensation can be based at least in part on
performance. The contracts should also incorporate some incentives for training of the internal agency
staff, although this has proven difficult because of the short-term nature of management contracting.
Given these problematic aspects, management contracts can be very useful as interim arrangements that
allow private firms and public agencies to gain experience with partnerships prior to engaging in more
comprehensive contracts such as leasing or concessions (described below), or while reforms of the
regulatory framework for the sector are being developed. This has been the trend of management
contracts in France, where they have tended to become more comprehensive over time.
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Box 4 ''The Traztion tron Technical wAssistance to Management Contracting: The National Electrical and
t 'WaterUtiity l (EAGtH) hi Guinea-Bissa-d-n 

.....t! ;0; ; '7-Tn 1986, iA the faoe of EAGB'a near bankruptcy and disastrouj operational performance, the government
of Guinea-Bissau t.t requested tcchnical assistance from Electicity de France (EDF), a French public enterprise. By 

.I989, thios technical assistance had achieved ddramatic improvement in the, utilit's operational efficiency, but its financial.....
ncriss remained. EAGCBand EDd then eterd into atwo-year management contract, which was renewed in 1991....

Ac;ording to the terms0 of the contract, EDF took over the operation of t utilit, with EDFs compensation based partly
on fixed fees (paid: bythe French Ministry of Cooperadion), and patly on a share of the revenue-based profits of thc
utility the uizc of this profit share dependi on the rtalizition of performance targets, Thc pcrformance indicatod n used
include th tiof power billed to the net power generated and delivered, and the bill collection ratio. The valiei of these;
iMdicat verified by an independent auditor.

- dt; - i0g:t:10e ' Between 1987 and 1991, EAGB achieved strong iniprovemnentS in power generation, operational efficiency
andfinancialc efficiency. According to EDP's assessment, there are drawbacks of the management ontract approach. 

in :Ccluding In particular the likelihood of conflicts betwveen the external managers and the local utility, the limite incentive 
.g05'lf' tiet outside contrctors to provide traning to ithe local staff if performance iusmeasured by shortterm results;: andg :00

...- potenial confusion as to what will happen to the company when the contrat expires. In the EAGB case, EDF nots .that

.... thmain problems of the utility. s.te.. om shortages of physical capacity ew investmentwas no part of the. manageent
oontract),. and a9 continuation of payment arrears rom government and parastata customers of the utility.al ici

e: From seminar by ED iF Uto em tili Managementaby Performance Contractingt , presented to
Worl Bank 0 on Ma 1 9.; 1992.0;;: International on "Power --- ;:A-iE ;; :i:: 00d- tS00it- -- ySi:: :00::;

Lease Contractsya

Leasing involves a private contractor paying the public owner for exclusive rights to operate
facilities (without responsibility for major investments), and bearing full commercial risks. A lease
contract accords an exclusive right (sometimes called a franchise or license) to the stream of revenues
from providing a service. Leasing has been used for decades in urban water supply and sewerage in
France and Spain (where the arrangement is known as "affermage"), and has also been used elsewhere
in power, ports, urban transport, railways, and solid waste collection and disposal. In the case of
"landlord ports", for example, the government owns the land and infrastructure, and the private sector
owns and operates the superstructure.

In MSW, the lessee obtains exclusive rights to the solid waste in a given residential zone,
which is the "asset owned" by the municipality; this exclusivity enables the operator to capture economies
of contiguity within this zone. In the transport subsectors such as urban transit, leasing is more often
called "competitive tendering" for the rights to operate a particular route. This approach, which is a
middle ground between full deregulation and purely public operation, may be particularly relevant where

z This term may also be used with reference to an operator's renting or leasing particular equipment or vehicles, in order to
reduce the costs and liability of owning *uch equipment. This sense is used, for example, in the case of municipalities which
lease solid waste collection truccs from the private sector in Santa Cruz, Bolivia and Metro-Manila because of the governments'
constraints on capital investment (Cointreau-Levine, 1992). Such limited-purpose contracting is akin to the fservice contractingt
discussed earlier.

±3 Cointreau-Levine, 1991, op. cit.
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there are concerns to avoid excessive traffic congestion and air pollution as a result of many operators;
or to provide socially desirable but unprofitable services. In the U.K., the right to obtain subsidies for
certain nonprofitable routes as a social service is awarded to the lowest bidder. Competitive tendering can
be used to grant the rights to provide some or all services in the market, either to replace the public
service or compete with it. The State Railway of Thailand introduced competitive tendering for the
operation of certain passenger lines in 1985. As of 1990, the lease was found to have succeeded in
attracting road users to the railway while generating a profit (Levy and Menendez, 1990).

In lease contracts, the public owner (lessor) remains responsible for fixed investments and
debt servicing. The contractor (lessee) normally must finance working capital and replacement of
short-lived assets, such as small-sized pipes in the case of water supply. Accordingly, the duration of
the contract is usually between 6-10 years, corresponding to the amortization period of such works. The
contractor usually collects the tariff revenue directly and returns an agreed portion to the public authority
as a rental or license fee. The profit for the contractor is the difference between the gross revenues
collected, and the sum of operating costs and this fee. Any savings from efficiency improvements are
therefore retained by the contractor. The lease contract should specify the maintenance required to protect
the condition of facilities during the lease period; the performance indicators to be used for judging
quality of service; procedures for enforcement, penalties for nonperformance, and means of dispute
resolution.

The experiences with lease contracts in the water supply sector in Guinea, and in power in
Cote d'Ivoire, are described in Box 5. Cote d'Ivoire has also had leasing for urban water supply in the
past, and a lease for water, sewerage, and electricity is planned in The Gambia with the assistance of the
EEC.

Concessions

A concession contract incorporates all the features of a lease, but with the contractor having
the additional responsibility for financing certain specified extensions or replacements to fixed assets.
BOTs are concessions established for entirely new investments, and these are discussed further below.
Concession arrangements exist in power, water supply and treatment, solid waste disposal and treatment,
ports, railways, urban metro systems, toll roads, and telecommunications. They are not widespread in
any of these sectors, however, in developing countries. The concession approach has been used more
widely for specialist ports, such as grain and ore terminals, than for common user facilities, but examnples
of the latter exist in Thailand and Taiwan (Scurfield, 1992). Some of the longest experience with
concessions has been in the municipal water sector in France (see Box 6) and in Spain (Barcelona).

In a concession, investment plans and implementation are subject to review by the authority
issuing the contract. The assets revert to the public owner upon completion of the concession. The
contractor's compensation is based on tariffs, which are also determined according to agreement set out
in the concession contract. The tariff revenue should be sufficient to cover the operational expenses as
well as debt service and depreciation on the concession's investments. Concessions normally last 15-30
years, depending on the life of the investments, and they are often renewed. Concessions, like leases,
require appropriate disincentives for contractors to run down the assets towards the end of the contract
period, although this would be less a concern if the incumbent intended to compete for contract renewal.
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' --' Box 5 Lease Contracts ' t Urban Public Utites in West A .* ...fi

.- '- Water .Suv.lv in Guinea. Prior to 1989, The Republicf Guinea had one of the least 1develop wate-
dupply soctors in West Africa.: At. that time, :the sector was rcstrutured: ownership of the: iban water s Ipply

::0Z finfastrcure aind :rexponsibilitykfor sector planning investment were transferred to a new autonuma ter
authority, SONEG; Canew company, SEEG, was created to operate adi maintain the facilities. SEEG is a.joint .eture

: of which49 percent ii owned by the: government and:51 percent by a&:foreign pnrvate consortium. Thestrength othi i
: : g :Guinean amrangement lies in the clarity: of responsibilities and incentives.: Under the ten-year Iase contract sge wih
,SONEG. SEEG operates and maintains thc systeat its own risk, with its: remuneration based oniuser: chrgaactu,ally-
.colectd andbnew connections. SEEG benefits from improvements it achieves in the collection ratio, andin retduction .o
:operiting costs and unaccounted for Water.: SONEG has incentives to seek adequate tariffs and to invest pruddntlya based
on realistic demand forecasts, since it has ultimate responsibility for capital financing. To: date the collection: ratio as
increaaed dramatically, from 20: to. 70 Opercent, and technical efficiency and coverage have6imnprov ed.: Tarifi have
increased &ddm 60 GFtm3 before the lease contract to 420 GFlm3 (about US$.45) in 1992, and are.expected to reach dth
lli cost recovery level by 1998, In the interim,ta World Bank credit is financing the foreign exchangeicosts of th.....

oi: peration an a declining basis, and the government has assumed debt service on a declining basis. The arangement .ha..
been ampe red, however, by delays un procurement of equipment by the state cterprise SONEG, .wh.ich has .. .te

::'SiSEEG's ability to inprove th:e quality of service and its financial perfornance. ... :....

; l-0Source: Thlt-1cma Trche,j Private Pariciation ;ii the Delivery of Guiiiea 's 0Water Suipply Services, ;Wor'king Pape.r .No ' ..
Wt; VPS 477,0 World Banik INUWS:, :1990;: and PSP hn Urban Water Supply. Lrrues, impliatons. end &0Enaples,; INUS;..

:f-:Note, August :1992. :: g: : : : : ::g,:: g::g:g:tgiiE::i; :::i 0::-

Egg i:igggi: :7 5 :.;: ::: i:: : Powver sector in Cote d'lvou_.: The performance of EEICI, the parastatal responsible for the electric po, wer ..-
a.i:-tector in Cote d'Ivoire, deteriorated during the 1980st. In 1990 a major restructuring was iundertaken wheirebiyoperations.'.-.

::.Dtand maintenance functions for geaeration, transmission, and distribution were transferred under a leasing arrarigement.:,'
to;;;| tlat new joint venture, tthe Compagnie Ivoirieune; d'Electnicity (CIE). Fifty-one percent of CIE: isf ownedby a consortium i 

'of two Preich companies, and 49 percent by lvorian investors . EECI continues to own the facilities-and berresponsibiity:-'-: 
fl;'-0or investments,; sector policy tad plninng. fIn the irsjt IS8 months of the new arr,angement, efficiecy nd service has.g,}
im:';:prove marlcedlyi (CUE has improved the: collection rati firom 60 to :90:pexcen.t; maintenanc has incease; dura*ion-
o000 ;f power outages reduced; business operatos computeied; and operating isubsidies have been elimninated). An important 

i;0 f actor in this success is Mthe creationl of CIE! as a new operatinlg entity, which established a 'formal: break with the past evenl1
0though C took0over someof.the staff.of.EE.CI. Ir addition, C.E..obtains considerable technicals assistance romits.

tl;.tSource: EDE International, Tiower Utility CManagement by Performanc Contrcting"0. Seinar pre-sented to World Bank

A concession for water supply services in Cote d'Ivoire waS arranged in 1987,
following 25 years of a lease contract. The lease had achieved good results in improving service and
internal efficiency of the operating company, SODECI, a mixed French/Ivorian enterprise; however,
financial troubles mounted in the 1980s because of policies enforced by the government regarding
investment and tariffs, for which it retained responsibility. Under the new concession arrangement, the

SODECI became both operator and investor, with responsibility for all new urban water supply
investments in the country. The company receives no operating subsidies and all new investments are

self-financed. Although the concession contract was not subject to competition, SODECI's operating fees
were reduced substantially during the negotiations. The company's operating costs are comparable to
those of many water utilities in West Africa, while its service quality iS far better than most. Private
Ivoirian interests now own a majority of SODECI's shares, and the company has succeeded in reducing
expatriate staff while expanding operations.
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Among recent examples of this arrangement in developing countries, a concession for water
supply and sewerage in Buenos Aires, Argentina, was awarded in late 1992; and as part of the
restructuring of the railway in Argentina, six separate cargo lines were created and awarded by
concession agreements. Initial results form the railway that has been operating privately for the longest
time are quite positive. Operating on a line which had had little or no traffic under the national railway,
the new company (FEPSA) has put a major emphasis on marketing and worker motivation and is
competing effectively with trucks and improving locomotive availability (Galenson, 1993). The Buenos
Aires subway was also put out to a concession awarded on the basis of the least subsidy required to
operate and invest in the system. A recent unsuccessful attempt to arrange a concession for water supply
in Caracas provides some important lessons on the need for: (i) making available information on the
quality of assets and costs of operation prior to requesting bids; (ii) high-level political support for the
reform; (iii) adequate tariffs and projected revenue levels; and (iv) adequate treatment of political and
economic risks, particularly exchange rate risks to the private participants.

Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) schemes.' The experiences with successfully negotiated
BOT schemes are relatively few in developing countries, and are reviewed elsewhere (Augenblick and
Custer, 1990; Besant-Jones, 1990; and Israel, 1992). It is increasingly recognized that such schemes are
extremely complicated and time-consuming to arrange, and few have become operational to date.
Experts advise that if countries can finance new infrastructure in a more traditional way, as a turnkey
construction project financed by government borrowing, the time saved and greater certainty of
completion may warrant the traditional approach. Of course, countries which cannot borrow sufficient
investment capital directly are more interested in the BOT schemes, which have "limited recourse" to
government finance. However, in many cases, such arrangements have involved considerable explicit or
implicit guarantees from governments, of traffic volumes, revenue levels, input prices, etc., so that the
governments are left with considerable contingent liabilities after all.

The BOT-type arrangements which have become operational in developing countries concern
mainly power and transport projects in Asia. In the water supply sector, a couple of BOTs have been set
up in Malaysia and one in Indonesia, for source supply or treatment. A BOT for waste water treatment
and reuse by industry has been successfully implemented in Vallejo, Mexico. Financed entirely by the
participating industries, it is operated under a renewable concession from the local water authority, which
manages the distribution system linking the industries to the treatment plant.

It is important to note that even in cases where BOT-type arrangements are successfully
concluded, they do not absolve government authorities in the sector from the basic responsibilities of
sector planning, policy-making, and investigation of project feasibility as well as all the tasks involved
in the contract-letting process. The public authority or sponsoring ministry has to develop the detailed
specifications of the tender documents in order to ensure that bids are comparable and serve the public
interests. The public authority should also ensure itself that a proposed BOT scheme is financially viable
(and on what terms, i.e., possible government guarantees), and investigate alternative options which may
be more attractive economically.

Toll roads. Many developing countries are looking to the option of toll road concessions as
a way of generating private funding for road construction and operation, or simply to move the operating
costs of roads out of government budgets. Toll roads can operate in a well-defined niche of a country's

24 This section is meant to refer to other variants of BOT schemes as well, such as BOOT (build-own-operate-transfer).
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. .... . . .. . . . . . . . ..

Box j6 0Two: Models of. Private Sector Particivpationa Water Supply: U.K. and France

-atr supply and sanittion services inEingland and Wales were privatized in 1989, when shares in the
-'tenpubli water authoritiest were sold to the public.: The primary objectivc was to transfer to the private sector
responsibitity forthe staggeIngly large investment program needed to make up for past neglect of assets and to bring the
U.K. syst V p to new EC standards.

......0 0 }Prices arelregulated through a pcoeap formula that links water rates to the retail price index plus a
::factor (4"K), determined individually for each Company, that taces into account the cost of the investment program. A
: ;::centrl aiuthority monitors and enforoes enviromnental standards, a function previously carried out only laxly by the water

a:000..suthoritisthemselve. The cost to the British government of this privatization was significant: the government wrote off
debts totallinkg L449 billion, transferred the existing cash balances of the. water authorities to the new companies, and

::: ' Sinjected an:additional LI .6 billion into selected companies. The regulatory method chosen has high information costs and
provides no cleaincentive for the companies or the regulators to economize on the costs of meeting required standards.
On the benefits side are improved enforcement of environmental and drinking water standards and the promise of more
reliable and efficient service.

Asset ownership in France remains with the municipalities, which contract out operations and maintenance
to private firms under management contracts, lease contracts, or concessions. Under lease contracts.and concessions, fees

are established through negotiation or on the basis of competitive bidding, with adjustments for inflation according to an
agreed formula; changes in eircumstances can trigger a renegotiation. Tariff levels are monitored by the Ministry of
Economy and Finance, and environmental standards are enforced at the: department level.

-Competition is a key to efficiency. While there is no direct competition among the U.K. water companies,
they compete pfor capital in the stock market with other investment opportunities and through the use of benchmark

i:..ndicators by the regulatory ageney. In France, the water supply market of each municipality is contestable, and the
existence of Itwo. major contracting firms (Lyonnaise des Eaux and Compagnit Generale des Eaux) also permnits the use
iof benchmark indicators. Neither of the two arrangements necessarily ensures efficient investment, however. The U.K.
price-cap approaeh is intended to avert over-investment, but the K factors were set without any apparent cost-benefit
analysis of the needed investment or scope for cost minirnization. Furthermore, the approach appears to be moving in the
direction of de facto rate--of-return regulation, as high dividends and large increases in managers' salaries have prompted
a review of price caps sooner than the planned 10 years. In France, separation of ownership and operations could distort
ii;tnvestment incentives. One mechanism that helps prevent this is full cost recovery through water tariffs; since both owner
and operator recove costs from the same source, they have an incentive to collaborate in making sound investment
decisions. The length of the concessions may also result in better asset management in France; on the other hand, it
reduces the potential for competition..

The complexity of marketing water and sewerage assets and lack of interest on the part of the private
sector to assume responsibilty for rehabilitation and investment, along with the heavy regulatory requirements, may make
the U.K. model unattractive to many developing countries. The French system, on the other hand, is already in use in
several developing countries. The approach can be adapted to fit a variety of situations. I f properly designed (for example,
with compensation linked directly to volume of water delivered to consumers and collected for), such arrangements can
transfer all of the commercial risk of operation and maintenance to the private operator. Actual ownership of the assets
may not matter very, much; what is important in both cases is that the entity -owns" the right to a stream of revenues.
Source: Thelma Triche and John Briscoe (INUWS), based on seminars on "Privatization of the Water Industry the U.K."
(London, Sept. 23-25, 1991) and on "Water Supply and Sewerage Services in Developing Countries: from Technical
Assistance to Concession Contracts," Paris, Sept. 26-27, 1991.

road infrastructure. In France, toll concessions made possible the creation of a 5500-km motorway
system (as of 1990). At its outset the system was operated with active support from the French
government in the form of contributions in kind, financial aid and loan guarantees. Of the four private
companies originally involved as concessionaires, three were later integrated into the public sector in the
early 1980s as a result of financial problems. Concessionaires currently include both public and private
sector companies, and are chosen through a bidding process (Berthier, 1991). In Argentina, the
government has in the last couple of years opened the highway sector to extensive concessioning, and
consequently as of early 1992 some 40 percent of the length of highways is being operated as toll roads.
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As in the other types of contracts discussed here, the advantages or disadvantages of such schemes depend
on the incentives imbedded in the contract design. In Mexico, for example, recent contracts for toll roads
give the private parties assurances of traffic volumes which now appear overoptimistic and are creating
a burden for the governmnent as guarantor.

Private entrepreneurship

New entry. Private ownership of infrastructure can come about, first, from entry by new
entities, which can be promoted by the removal of statutory restrictions on competition. In trucking, for
example, a number of countries (e.g., Mexico, Hungary, Poland) have eliminated the former regulations
which imposed monopoly or cartel structures. As a result of this deregulation in Hungary,
privately-owned trucking companies supplied about 18 percent of national ton-kms in 1991 (from
virtually none in 1981) (Bennathan, Gutman, and Thompson, 1991). As discussed in Part One, for
activities with low sunk capital costs, deregulation may be most appropriate to promote privatization by
r.ew entry. Proactive measures may also be needed to facilitate the growth of such new companies in
many developing countries and enable them to challenge the dominant suppliers in a given market (see
more on this in Part Three).

Joint ventures. Shared ownership and control of infrastructure through minority private
participation can be a means of introducing external capital and know-how. As only one such example,
Air France and the Czecho-Slovak airline, CSA, signed a partnership in early 1992 giving the foreign
group headed by Air France a 40 percent share in CSA. Air France is providing assets in kind as well
as technical expertise, and the deal will give both airlines new access to routes and markets. Such joint
ventures have potential to develop private sector participation in infrastructure entities where even a
minority interest by the foreign private partner is attractive because of particular commercial advantages
to be expected, such as access to other central/eastern European markets. Minority stakes will only be
an interesting proposition when the public enterprise is basically sound, and where the foreign partner
can have sufficient confidence in the government's behavior towards the enterprise.

Another type of joint venture is seen in railways, where a private or mixed company
contributes capital for new investment, with part of the returns obtained through the right to develop real
estate owned by the railway. Examples of this arrangement (sometimes called development gain) are
found mainly in developed countries and Hong Kong, and have been under consideration in Thailand.
There are also cases of joint ventures by railway and telecommunications companies for combined use
of the rail right of way for the laying of cables; the railway provides the land and enjoys a return through
some share in the telecommunications revenues. In urban water supply/sewerage networks and road
networks, there can also be benefits from mixed use of the land rights of way for the laying of pipes and
maintenance works.

Divestiture. The transfer of ownership shares in public enterprises to private interests has
become an increasing practice in many countries. The one major case of total private ownership of water
supply systems (except for enclave systems, i.e. those that serve a limited residential or industrial
complex) is that in England and Wales (see Box 6). The most rigorous attempt to evaluate the results of
this trend is a detailed study of twelve cases undertaken recently by the World Bank (Galal et. al,
forthcoming). The study estirmated the net changes in welfare to several parties (the government [former
owners], new owners, employees, consumers, and external sector) attributable to three privatizations in
each of four countries-United Kingdom, Malaysia, Mexico, and Chile. The case studies included three
privatizations of telecommunications companies, four of airlines, two electricity companies, a port and
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a trucking company (the only non-infrastructure case was that of a national lottery). The research
concluded that the net overall welfare change was positive in each case except one of a Mexican airline.

In drawing conclusions from this research for the design of policy on privatization of
infrastructure generally, the following caveats should be kept in mind:

(i) The privatization of a given company which has a particular combination of natural
monopoly and non-natural monopoly activities is not examined as a different case
from one where the company is, for example, composed of entirely non-natural
monopoly activities. Another way of stating this is that the regulatory requirements
of the privatized company were not examined. Therefore it is difficult to generalize
about the results of privatization of other enterprises in the same sector or to other
sectors, for whom regulatory conditions may be different;

(ii) the countries chosen for the case studies are high or middle-income. It is not clear
that the results would be equally applicable in countries with less capacity to regulate
and less developed private markets.

The last major category of institutional options to be considered, self-help or
cooperative-type arrangements, is discussed very briefly in the next section under "Participation".

B. Comparison and Evaluation of Alternative Institutional Arrangements

This Section summarizes the experiences with institutional options described by relating them
to the five objectives, or benefits, sought from involving the private sector.

Skilled management. The opportunity for dynamic and motivated managers is improved
by moving from a government department to a corporatized parastatal; the quality of management may
be further improved with an external management contract. Sustainability of good management remains
a problem in all of these options, however, either because of the government's tendency to reassert
influence on managers, the lack of continuity of management under contracts, or lack of training of local
managers by private contractors. Longer-term arrangements for private sector participation with full
autonomy of operational decision-making (e.g. leases, concessions) and with specific incentives for
training therefore have greater potential for achieving the benefit of improved management.

Productive efficiency. The commercialization of parastatals may create the minimum
conditions for improved productive efficiency by introducing an awareness of cost accounting. The use
of service contracts, management contracts and leasing may further encourage cost reductions which are
within the reach of managers without requiring significant new investment (since investment decisions
remain outside the contractor's control in these cases). Improvements in efficiency from the streamlining
of procedures, introduction of management information systems, etc., may be more likely to occur in the
cases of management/lease contracts with external parties who can offer new ideas and experiences.
However, these gains can also be undermined by continued government intervention, especially in labor
matters, and from problems imposed by inappropriate government actions regarding tariff policies and
investments (both of which also remain outside the control of the private contractor). Again, arrangements
such as concessions which give one party responsibility for investments as well as operations help to
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address part of this problem. Ultimately, productive efficiency depends on the incentives created by
owners and the regulatory regime.

Dynamic efficiency. Insofar as this depends on investment in new technology, meeting this
objective requires institutional forms where decisions on capital investment are made on commercial
rather than political grounds. This condition is more likely to be met where responsibility for operations
and investment are linked in one entity which faces commercial risk, such as a concession or private
entrepreneur. Again, the regulatory framework can affect the extent to which the entity enjoys the benefits
from technological improvements.

Accountability to customers. Improvements in service quality may follow from changes
in management practices and from new investment, but explicit efforts by entities to respond to demands
for service depend on the incentives to do so. Sustained responsiveness and accountability to customers
requires either significant pressures on suppliers from a competitive market or, in the absence of this,
other opportunities for client representation in decision-making. The above discussion suggests that such
accountability is at least likely to be greater with those arrangements in which suppliers face commercial
risk in relying on revenues from customers-such as under lease and concession contracts, or private
entrepreneurships.

Flnancial autonomy and resource additionality. Transferring infrastructure activities from
a government department to a commercialized and corporatized parastatal formally separates them from
state budgets. However, experience in many countries shows that even under this arrangement, claims
on government for deficit financing, or attempts by government to siphon resources from the parastatal,
often persist. In comparison, leases and concessions are attractive as they effectively free the public sector
from working capital financing and commercial risk. These two institutional forms do not necessarily
attract new sources of revenue to the sector, however, since contractors are compensated from user
charges/tariffs which could have been recovered directly by the public sector-albeit political obstacles
often prevent this from happening. To the extent that contracts for private O&M relieve government from
current financial losses, they would also free public budgetary resources for new investment. BOTs and
divestiture do involve an infusion of private (domestic or foreign) financing for new investment.
However, the net financial contribution from the private partner depends on the particular terms of each
agreement, and often governments must make substantial financial commitments, on-or off-budget, to
settle these deals.

To conclude, the limited forms of private sector participation can have important, if often
transitory benefits. Moreover, these formns are attractive as interim stages towards the development of
more comprehensive contracting of operations, through leasing or concessions. In principle, all of the
objectives of private sector participation can be met with concessions as well as with private ownership
and control. However, to determine the conditions for successful implementation of these arrangements
in a given sector and country, it is necessary to consider issues concerning the policy environment related
especially to competition, participation, regulation, pricing, and financing. These issues-which have been
the root of problems with many attempts at institutional reform (see Box 7)-are discussed in the next
section.
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III. Conditions for Ensuring the Effectiveness of Institutional Arrangements

Improved the performance of infrastructure requires not merely government withdrawal from
direct delivery of services in favor of the private sector. More fundamentally, the role of government
needs to change. In all the institutional alternatives involving the private sector, government retains at
least some degree of responsibility for sectoral planning, policy making, regulation, and financing, even
when ownership is transferred. For example, in contracting for services of solid waste collection, the
municipality issuing the bids needs to have the competence and authority to develop, negotiate, manage,
monitor, and enforce contracts. In developing toll road concessions or BOTs for waste treatment plants,
for example, the government must carry out initial studies of each potential scheme and investigate
alternative options that may be more attractive economically. It must examine the financial viability of
proposed concessions (and on what terms, i.e., need for government guarantees); determine the detailed
specifications of tender documents; and check ultimate compliance. In many countries, the basic
transformation of government's role is made even more complex as it is occurring in the midst of a major
realignment of responsibilities among levels of government-national, regional/provincial, and local.

A. Creating Competition

In most infrastructure subsectors, some activities have either high sunk costs (e.g., supplying
water supply mains) or services that are most efficiently provided as a natural monopoly (e.g., airline
service between certain city pairs).' In these cases, what can be open to competition is the right to
operate the monopoly-also known as "competition for the market." The trucking industry comes closest
to lacking any structural barriers to competition, or being virtually contestable. Once the contestability
of given activities in principle has been determined from sector analysis, the role for policy is to ensure
that there are no practical barriers to competition.

Exploiting contestability. In addition to removing statutory restrictions against entry,
measures are often needed to remove constraints that limit the ability of new, small operators to compete
on fair terms with incumbent suppliers-particularly regarding the availability of credit, access to foreign
exchange, tax treatment of dividends and profits, import duties, and general administrative requirements.
In Central/Eastern European countries, for example, bilateral permits for access of trucks to the EC
represent a source of market power and should be auctioned to allow smaller new trucking companies
to compete. Governments could also facilitate entry in such activities by encouraging leasing companies
to be formed or other measures to be undertaken that promote a domestic market for reselling capital
equipment and vehicles. In several African countries (including Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African
Republic, Cameroon, and Tanzania, among others), the construction equipment fleets of the Ministries
of Works are being transformed into commercially oriented leasing firms. It is also critical that all
potential barriers to contestability at the specific "entry points" to the market be correctly identified. For
example, in deregulating urban bus transit in the United Kingdom, allowing free access of all operators
to bus terminals was found to be a key factor in promoting effective competition. In the United States'
deregulation of the airline industry, access to sunk airport facilities was found to be the element
constraining entry into otherwise contestable routes.

2 In certain cases, even if a single provider would be the most efficie.at solution, when the monopolist offers particularly
unsatisfactory service it may be preferable to forego the economies of scale in favor of multiple providers who would offer better
service, albeit at higher cost.
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Sometimes competitive pressure can be exerted against monopoly suppliers by developing
alternative services, even if these are not obvious substitutes. For example, water vendors, radio
communications, and freight lighters are often not considered part of the formal supply structure alongside
the public water utility, local exchange network, or port facility, respectively. But they may be considered
as viable service alternatives for at least some users.

Competition in Contracting. Contracting practices for public works construction in many
countries are notorious for corruption (or in economic jargon, "rent-seeking"). In extending contracts
to cover operations and maintenance, it is especially important to ensure effective competition in order
to curb the potential for corruption. It is critical that the bidding process be transparent and that
there be a clear and formal separation between the authority issuing bids and potential contractors.
However, corruption in some countries may be virtually inevitable despite such controls. Ultimately, what
matters is whether the services required are being delivered, without an unsupportable drain on the public
purse.

To give contractors adequate incentives to make improvements with longer-term payoffs,
it is important to permit contracts to be renewed, and to make the contract periods long enough to cover
the amortization of invested capital. However, with these options, incumbents invariably develop an
advantage in bidding for subsequent contracts. This potential cost may be worth taking when weighed
against the gains from a contracting arrangement which has a track record of good service performance.

Some competitive pressure can be fostered at the outset by developing multiple potential
challengers. For example, competition between the public sector and private contractors in municipal solid
waste collection has resulted in substantial improvements in efficiency of public crews. In Bangkok and
Bogota, for example, the market is divided into zones, with the private sector competing for contracts
in certain zones and public agencies retaining the remaining zones. This has made both groups of
providers more accountable for the cost and quality of their services; retaining the minimal capacity in
the public sector also protects cities from becoming hostage to private cartels. It is important to note that
in these cases, the various crews do not compete within the same area, but rather face competitive
pressure on their right to the contract.

The same principle operates in contracting for municipal water supply services in France
(described in Box 6). Although the incumbent concessionaires in France often win contract renewals over
challengers, the municipalities retain the option of taking over the operation by force account if they are
not satisfied with the contractor's performance. This creates a margin of competitive pressure. The City
of Paris contracts with two private-sector water companies in different parts of the city, which also
provides a measure of comparative ("yardstick") competition. This proxy form of competition still
requires some mechanism to create pressure from consumers to achieve satisfactory service. In France,
this pressure is exerted in large part through voters' active involvement in local elections-an option that
will eventually become known in the many developing countries where political decentralization is
underway.

B. Developing Effective Participation

The need to make infrastructure services responsive to users poses a particular challenge in
the case of activities for which competitive markets are highly imperfect. For these activities, special
measures are needed to ensure that all interested parties can participate in the process of identifying and
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satisfying infrastructure service requirements. For much of infrastructure, the relevant participants should
include not only users but other groups affected indirectly.

The potential for developing participation varies with the nature of the service involved, the
scale and technological complexity of production, and sociopolitical characteristics of the population
affected. Encouraging participation is especially important for activities in which users have few
substitutes available Oow potential for "exit") and lack the means of expressing personal preferences to
suppliers (exercising "voice").'

One model of participation with a considerable record of experience, particularly in rural
power and telecommunications, is that of cooperatives, whereby users act as the full or partial owners,
financiers, and suppliers. The history of rural cooperatives in organizing the expansion of services in
some developed countries (e.g., United States, Canada, and Finland for telecommunications) is being
viewed with considerable interest by countries such as Poland. Successful service development following
these examples, however, requires certain conditions. In particular, a strong regulatory influence is
needed to ensure compatible technical standards for interconnection to the broader power and
telecommunications networks, and to ensure that monopoly providers within geographical areas do not
overbuild redundant systems or abuse their position.

A second approach to broadening participation is to incorporate the views of clients into
decision-making, such as by involving customer spokesmen among utilities' boards of directors, open
hearings on regulatory reviews and proposed investments, and processes to provide consideration of
consumers' complaints. Broadening public access to information about infrastructure activities, such as
through publication of financial accounts and service records, is an important element of this approach.
The national roads authority of Sierra Leone, for example, includes road users (e.g., the Chamber of
Commerce and the automobile association) on its governing board. Although the authority has only been
existing in its present form since early 1992, the users' representatives have proven influential in making
important personnel decisions. The Sierra Leone example is being considered as a model for some other
African countries.

There are also many cases throughout the world where services of a largely public nature,
such as rural roads, communal water supply and sanitation, irrigation, and social infrastructure, are being
provided successfully by community-based ("self-help") organizations or by nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs). Indeed, in urban squatter settlements, self-help through the informal subsistence
sector is the typical approach to provision of shelter and basic infrastructure. Typically, beneficiaries are
limited to a distinct geographic region (e.g., urban neighborhood, village) and use simple technologies.
A sampling of some successful participatory approaches to provision of infrastructure is provided in Box
8.

Early efforts to generate beneficiary participation in rural development projects had mixed
results. More recent experiences in the irrigation subsector with water users associations (WUAs) have
been more positive, although they are not universally successful. Positive experiences in working with
local NGOs in pilot rural roads projects in Ghana have helped to define a model approach to this
subsector.

X These concepts arc developed by Samuel Paul in Accountability in Public Services: Exit, Voice and Capture, World Bank,
Working Papcr No. 614, 1991.
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- ox 8Some ExampleI of Community Participan *u the Proviso of Iafrastructure 

:linda (Brazil): In 1983, the muricipal government of OWa :(a city <f 400,000 in the metropolitan arei
of Recife) beganaproject for environmental upgrading, beginning with a pilot project in a slum neighborhood. The local:

: communityi assiti on hired local labor to carry out drainagc works, usingqlow-cost drains and land fill; solid wastce
collection, includig compoting and recycling activities; sanitition, through construction of ventilated imnproved pit
latrines; and rad. upgrading with low cost soil/cement paving. A1l materials were produced through newly created:
micro-enterprisesian the local area.

- i Neigbborhood residents were responsible for maintena:ce of the works. While initial community concerns
i::j::were voiced thrugh a community association for the larger area and through polical leaders, the Acities of the project
tisinulated the aion of a dwellers' council withmi the pilot slum neighborhood. The city supported community7..
i volvementAby oreating a special project unit within the municipal urbanization company that provided 1 tining and public;

e d . . . . . .. . . .. .
educato in. addition to urban uprding.... ....

* .:0 -00 A i - -:T h0 Ne sustainabiliy of environmental management efforts in the pilot area is atributed to: the procedure
of direat contracting of works by the community; the development of community awareness about the need to maintain

:::environmental infrastructure; and the mobilization of household resources for local investmnent.......

.D00-iA 0200it;itit 020Iharavi (India). In 1979, this informal settlement of 400,000 people in Bombay formed a local
organization called PROUD to improve its living conditions. Today, PROUD is a wcll-established, active organization:
made up of 150 neighborhood committees that meet monthly to discuss loca problems and plan solutions. Problems that
canot be solved within thii committee are referred to one of fivc area councils; thee icouncil are i ther represented 0
-nan ezocutive committee which fonulates policies and implements program.sin the setulmcnt. An. annual convention:
open to all residents reviews progress on issues such as water supply, drainage, solid waste collection and health. Because 
of PROUD'; strong base of support among residents, it has been e ffctive in pitioning k municipal authorities for

* . en0>Ivinmental improvements and blocking plans for demolitions and development that. would adversely affect the
community. . . . ......

::: S ulabh Shauchalaya Proiect (India): This project was started in Bihar in 1974 as a vol non-profit
organization s rtAd by governent sponsorsh and aid, which responds1to: communities mobilized to improve their
sanitary conditions. The aim of the project is to convert dry household ltrines into new pourflush waterseal latrines,
and to construct public toilets and wash areas with the same technology, The Sulabh projeoct approves grant and loans to
homeowners for private latrines, and administers the fmnancing. It also eonstruts materials in Sulabh workshops educates
the community about public hygiene, cleans the latrines for a service fee, and retrains the scavengers (traditional cleaners
of the former dry latrines) in maintenance of the new latrines or in other worL,. .. . . .

Oranei Pilot Proiect (Pakistan) The OPP was startcd ithh core external funding to develop affordable
sewerage: for Karachi's squatter settlements and create organizations to provide the tsysterns. Technical innovations in
design, coupled with elimination of corruption and provision of community labor, led to significant cost reductions for
in-house sanitary latrines and sewers on house plots, and underground sewers on the streets. The project staff provides
public education and technical assistance to residents, whose responsibilities src to finance their share of the costs,
especially in construction and elect 'lane managers". The latter elect neighborhood committees which manage the
secondary sewers. OPP organizations have been able to pressure the municipality to provide funds for the construction
of primary and secondary sewers. The OPP has led to provision of sewerage for over 600,000 poor residents of Karachi
and the approach is being followed in other municipalities of the country.
(Excerpted from: 'Etnvironmental Strategies for Cities", UNDPIWorld BanktUNCHS (Habitat), October 10, 1992 draft).

A review of the experience with participatory projects supported by international donors
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suggest some key lessons.' First, an important distinction must be made between participatory strategies
that are limited to consultation with interest groups, such as through demand surveys, as contrasted with
strategies that offer significant involvement in decision making. Experience indicates that consultation
can help in identifying features of a project that will contribute to its effectiveness. However, more
substantive participation by users is associated with greater and more sustainable benefits, whether these
are defined in terms of efficiency and cost recovery or, especially, in terms of longer-term
capacity-building or empowerment of the community involved. A further distinction is necessary between
consultation or involvement of groups only at limited points in the project cycle, rather than throughout
all stages of the activity and particularly during the initial identification and design. There are
numerous examples of poor performance in projects where attempts were made to involve users in
operation, maintenance, and cost recovery, but without bringing them into early decisions regarding
project design and location.

Participation occurs more strongly in practice when it is an explicit objective of the project
and staff are rewarded for its achievement. Professionally trained and paid staff are found to be important
to ensure sustainability of participatory associations, such as WUAs. In addition, development activities
that are open-ended, flexible, adaptive processes of responding to the evolving concerns of participants,
where programs reflect learning from experience and pilot demonstration, are more conducive to
maintaining participation than are projects with defined timetables and predetermined "blueprints" for
implementation. To involve women and the very poor members of the community, projects must be
designed at the outset to recognize their different concerns and capacities. According to a recent research
project on 122 completed rural water supply projects, the degree of participation by women, and a high
level of client participation generally, were found to be highly correlated with overall project
effectiveness.?'

C. Reducing Risk

An obstacle often mentioned to involving the private sector in infrastructure in poor
countries is that private entities do not have the means to enter the market, and that neither the domestic
nor foreign private sector has sufficient interest in assuming the risks (commercial and political) involved.
Risks need to be balanced by potential rewards and by autonomy of decision-making. Private firms will
want to be assured that revenues are adequate to cover costs and allow for a reasonable profit. The
commercial risk can be reduced by clear policies on tariff-setting and revenue allocation, and by
disclosure of information on the condition of assets and effective demand. Both commercial and political
risks are more acceptable in a stable macroeconomic environment that minimizes uncertainty. It is also
preferable for the rights and responsibilities of government and private partners to be clearly defined;
sometimes this may be easier with legal transformation of sector institutions, as in the cases of CIElEECI
in Cote d'Ivoire and SONEG/SEEG in Guinea (see Box 5).

In the case of activities with large sunk capital expenditures, private investors are unlikely
to take ownership of such assets in most countries without being assured of monopoly profits, a condition

n See C.O.N. Moser, 'Community Participation in Urban Projects in the Third World", in Progress in Planning, Vol. 32, p.
71-133, 1989; and Deepa Narayan, 'The Challenge of Participatory Development: Lessons Learned in Rural Water Supply",
UNDP-World Bank Water Supply and Sanitation Program, March 1993.

23 Narayan, op. cit..
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that is often unacceptable to government and consumers.' Similarly, BOT-type arrangements in a
number of cases have involved government guarantees of revenues or "take or pay" agreements, which
insulate the private investor from commercial risk and thus create unfavorable incentives. Private
ownership of long-lived assets may not be a desirable or practical alternative in many countries. The
more narrowly-focused options for private operation (service contracts, management contracts, and
leases) may be more practical alternatives to gain many of the benefits of private-sector involvement.
Moving progressively from these types of contracts to a full-scale concession arrangement, or even
eventually to divestiture, may be a good strategy during a transition period, as it builds naturally on the
private operators' experience with the market and allow for gradual expansion of their role.

To develop a viable private contracting industry, the public sector must be capable of
sustaining demand for the contractors' services. This requires adequate sources of financing, either based
on tariff revenues, budgetary transfers (for nonremunerative activities with a social justification, such as
public service obligations for urban bus operations), or foreign aid on a declining basis to support initial
stages of private-sector involvement. A particularly difficult area of risk arises in countries where private
operators are unable to enforce payment of bills by public-sector entities. In such cases, private
contracting may not be feasible until broader reform of public enterprises enforces commercial behavior
throughout the sector.

Consumers and the government, as the owner of assets, must also minimize the risks that
contractors will provide inadequate service or fail to maintain the assets during the p'-riod of the
agreement. These risks may be mitigated by strict monitoring of performance based on indicators
specified in the contract, adequate tariff adjustments, and mechanisms for feedback from consumers.
Many countries do not have the capacity to ensure these conditions effectively at the present time. Here
again, a realistic weighing of the risks is needed: in such cases the quality of service and maintenance
record of the existing provider (usually public monopolist) are often so poor that, in comparison, such
risks may be acceptable to the public.

Where divestiture is a practical option, measures may need to be taken by government to
prepare an entity for private ownership by removing undue risks, such as by supporting the reduction of
redundant labor. Overstaffing is a nearly universal phenomenon in public infrastructure agencies and
enterprises, particularly in transport, where job creation is a traditional source of political favors.'
Research on strategies of reducing excess labor in transport entities in several countries has found that
when dismissals are combined with severance pay, the reduction in force is more likely to be both
politically accepted and sustainable. In cases of privatization, government financing of at least part of the
severance pay may be necessary, but the actual reductions in force should be implemented by the new
owners, who have the best knowledge of their labor requirements. A severance program with partial
government finding was a facilitating factor in the massive labor reductions involved in the recent
privatization of Argentina's railways.

29 There may be cases where monopoly rents are worth accepting: for example, where there is a high unmet demand for modem
telecommunications, certain users such as producers of high-value exports may be willing to pay a monopolist's premium for
services rather than go without them entirely.

30 Alice Galenson, -Labor Redundancy in the Transport Sector," World Bank INU Working Paper No. WPS 158, 1989; Jan
Svejnar and Katherine Terrell, 'Reducing Labor Redundancy in State-Owned Enterprises", INU WPS 792, 1991.
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D. Effective Regulation-"Doing Well Only What is Necessary"

The worldwide experience and thinking in this area has been rapidly evolving in recent
years. Models of regulation that have been developed for the particular institutional circumstances of
certain countries may need further adaptation in other countries which are undergoing widespread and
rapid sectoral change in the context of generally weak institutions. This paper argues that it is essential
to first define explicitly the characteristics of any infrastructure activity that makes a case for public
intervention through regulation, and then to identify the objectives to be served. In many cases, such as
where there are no structural barriers to competition, the appropriate role for government is to liberalize

'-Box 9 Cycles of Public Sector and Private Sector Involvement in Urban Bus Servce

Many cities in both developed and devcloping countries have cxperienced a cycle of privite and public
involvernent in urban bus service. The cycle, which can be divided into ten phases, begins with the private sector being
largely responsible for urban bus service, followed by an increasing degree of public involvement and, at least in some
'cases by a patal or complete return to private provision.

The fst phase is the entrepreneurial stage when the industry first emerps, At ihis stage srvie i
typically provided by numerou suall firms, often with only a few vehicles in their flet sh second Dhac is
rbaracterizd by mergger and consolidation of small firms into a few dominant companie, often with lttle overlap
between their route networks. In sone cities, the emergence of tailway (tram) technology was partly responsibk fr t
consolidation.

Consoldation is typically followed in phase three by regulation of fares and fanchising of firmsto control
routes and ertry. Thes were often a response to perceived market power of the firms created in phaie two to publi
outcry against farc increases; andlor to eliminate perceived -chaoticw competition. 'Te fourth phase involves a graduat
downward trend in thc proftability of tho pivate firms, followed by i fifth phu of capital withdrawal and service
rduedoin. Sometirnes this phase has reflected the reluctance of regulators to pemit adequate fare incre8ses, adjustment
of routes, and ervices needed to maintain pro'fitability. The available neu become poorly m ain and: service
deteriorates.

the s'ubli authoritis t ver the epr vate bus 'r t, fol wd 'b a X us
in which an inusion of public subsidies is made to tesore capital and services. The eihth Dhase consists of incr alnit
operating efficiencies and real unit costs, often due to overstaffing and poor operting practices.T he subsidy burde6n get
worse, until in the ninth phasc, public auithorities face the choice between significant fare increaes tocurb t subsidy
drain, or service eductions,

-n sm onities, this diemma is resolved by entering a enthhase, in which the bus: servs, us reoturne
to the private sector. In most cases, public regulation of fares is retained, resuming the cycle in its fhird phase.

Source: John R. Meyer and Jose A. Gomez-lbanez. Transitk Bus Privatization and Deregulation around the World: Some
.Perspectives and Lcssons," in Jose Carbajo, cd. (1992).

entry and to ensure commercial freedom in the market rather than regulate specific behavior.
Alternatively, where there are structural barriers to entry or conditions of natural monopoly, some
regulation is needed to ensure reasonable terms for access to network infrastructure, and to guard against
abuses of monopoly power.Other problems that have prompted a regulatory response in many cases, such
as high costs and poor service, often persist and worsen under regulation as practiced (see Box 9 on the
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urban bus sector).This discussion refers mainly to "economic regulation"-that pertaining to the structure
or behavior of enterprises, e.g. regarding entry/exit and pricing-although many of the points here also
apply to administrative regulation for safety, health, or environmental reasons.

The Legal Framework.3 ' A minimum requirement for effective regulation of infrastructure
is a framework of law pertaining to property rights, liability, conflict resolution, and contracting. There
must also be capacity to enforce the laws, and credible assurances that they will not be changed by
political whim. Many countries have had legal or constitutional barriers to the transfer of rights to own
or operate water resources or basic telecommunications. Others have legal limits on the government's
ability to make financial commitments beyond a given fiscal year or budgetary allocation, which can
constrain the use of multi-year contracts.

Determining reallatory functions anid authority. Most experiences to date with formal
regulation suggest the following guidelines in structuring such regulation.

(i) Responsibilities for regulation and for operation should be formally separated. This
distinction is also important in the effective enforcement of environmental, health,
and safety regulations, which can impose financial costs on the operators. In the
United States and United Kingdom, the regulatory authority is commonly a legally
independent entity; in French urban public services, the necessary distinction is
enforced by the municipalities (regulators) delegating the operational responsibilities
through contracts.

(ii) The regulatory processes should be capable of straightforward and prompt
implementation-for example, rules for tariff review should be based on formulas
triggering automatic adjustments; the periods between reviews should not be so short
as to impede the enterprises' managerial autonomy; and the reporting requirements
should be as limited and simple as possible.

(iii) The method of tariff regulation should enable producers to enjoy the benefits of
efficiency improvements, and not require regulators to have full information on costs.

(iv) Rulings should be enforceable, with recourse to appeal.

(v) There should be opportunity for interested groups, including users of the
infrastructure, to present views and be informed of the decisions. Regulation is also
more effective when it coexists with other strong institutions such as private
insurance markets (which can support observance of safety and health regulations)
and an independent judiciary.

In countries where the overall institutional capacity is weak, the above guidelines need to
be interpreted carefully. A recent comparative study of the institutional context of telecommunications
regulation in several developing countries and the U.K. suggests that one of the most important
considerations in designing regulation under weak institutions is predictability. Regulatory methods that

31 Further discussion of the following points is provided in a background note, 'The Legal Framework and Regulation of
Infrastructurem by Rita Hilton (INURD), draft, 1992.
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allow very precise criteria for decision making are found to be more effective in Chile, for example, than
the approaches which give regulators more discretion, such as those used in the United Kingdom.
Similarly, procedures for public hearings through a U.S.-style public utility commission were very
unsuccessful in the political/institutional context of Jamaica. There is need in such cases to find ways of
reflecting the public's concerns effectively without undermining the private operators' confidence in the
stability and impartiality of the regulatory system.' In this connection, it is very important for regulators
to have information on user satisfaction, such as indicators of service quality and consumer survey data.

Regulation through contractual oversieht. In the case of lease and concession contracts, the
basic parameters for regulation (the formula for setting tariffs, the mechanism and frequency of
adjustment, and the output to be delivered, e.g. a given quality of service and condition of the facilities
to be maintained) are specified in the contract as negotiated. It is often advisable for the contractor to
collect fees directly from users and turn over the agreed portion to the contracting authority; this provides
strong incentives for efficient operation to reduce costs, provides high service quality, and achieves good
collection rates. Contractor's fees need to be adjusted periodically to reflect inflation, and it is important
that the adjustment mechanism be transparent and easy to administer. For lengthy contract periods such
as concessions, the fee review may need to take account of longer term changes in parameters such as
demand, nature of service, or input mix.

It has been argued earlier that contracting for services may be a good first step in the
transition to broader private-sector involvement through leasing, concessions, and eventually divestiture
in some cases. Oversight of service contracting is not a negligible task in itself. But for a government
agency or parastatal unaccustomed to formal regulation, focusing on the practice of individual contracting
may provide a gradual learning process. Contracting provides the public authority with significant
leverage for enforcement, focused on the performance indicators specified in the contract and conditions
for its renewal. Moreover, as the practice of contracting expands, the government not only gains
experience with regulatory functions, but the private sector also gains an increasing stake in the process.
In brief, instituting regulation through a transitional process of expanding the practice of contracting may
be a more practical approach in many developing countries than starting from scratch with a full-blown
independent regulatory agency.

Costs of regulation. A final point to be considered is the financial costs of regulation,
including contractual oversight. In the case of public transport, studies indicate that about one-fifth of
the savings in operating costs achieved by shifting from public bus service to competitive tenders is
absorbed by necessary regulation (Scurfield, 1990). In the municipal solid waste (MSW) subsector,
studies in developed countries indicate that private collection can be 20-40 percent less costly than the
public services, but the costs of monitoring can average between 10-25 percent of the service contract
costs (Cointreau-Levine, 1992). In leases and concessions, the imputed costs of regulation should be
covered by the share of revenue remitted by the contractor to the public authority. This approach would
focus attention on the costs and benefits of regulation, forcing them to be judged in light of overall costs
and tariffs in the sector.

32 Brian Levy and Pablo Spiller, 'Regulatory Institutions and the Performance of Private Telecommunications: A Comparative
Analysis of Five Country Studies", January 29, 1993 draft.
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E. Pricing and Flnancing

The nature of pricing (i.e., tariffs or user charges) and incentives created by financing
schemes have an important affect on the allocative efficiency of infrastructure investment, as well as on
the internal sustainability and productive efficiency of services. This section addresses issues of pricing
and financing in those cases where there is a legitimate role for public involvement.

Pricing. As an overall objective, tariff revenues should be sufficient to cover operating costs,
debt service, depreciation, and the administrative costs of investment planning and regulation. Much
analysis has been devoted to the methodological issues in setting prices for infrastructure services, and
this work is not reviewed here. One key issue is that marginal cost is generally recognized to be the most
efficient determination of price; however, it does not always generate sufficient revenue to finance
services involving high fixed costs of production. In many cases, however, the tariffs charged are not
sufficient to cover even variable costs.

Various pricing tools may be needed to deal with the sometimes conflicting concerns of
efficiency, cost recovery, and equity for each type of infrastructure. These alternative pricing approaches
take account of specific demand factors as well as costs of supply. The use of a two-part tariff structure,
for example, can help to meet both efficiency and financing objectives; this structure involves a fixed
component covering the marginal cost of providing access to the service network, and a variable part
based on the volume of consumption of particular services. Other approaches include so-called Ramsey
pricing, in which higher prices are charged to users whose demand is most price-inelastic. In theory, this
reduces the welfare loss of not charging marginal costs, although it can have unfavorable distributional
implications, since the poor have inelastic demand for some types of services (e.g., urban public
transport).

Rising block pricing (higher rates for larger volumes used) and congestion pricing (higher
rates for services with higher demand) are also potentially attractive options in some circumstances (e.g.,
to discourage waste of water or to manage traffic on certain transport routes). They require considerable
information about demand to design and implement. For example, in Kumasi, Ghana, surveys of water
users revealed that the large volume consumers, who would be subject to higher rates under a block
scheme, included poor households sharing connections.3 In many countries, the services of utilities are
not metered, which limits the scope for using price to affect to user behavior.

An additional issue concerns the structure of tariffs across services for a given sector. As
a principle for policy, the rate structure should reflect long-run incremental costs of each type of service.
It is typical in many infrastructure subsectors for tariffs to reflect internal cross-subsidies, e.g. high tariffs
for long-distance telephone service to finance underpriced local service; or high water tariffs to industrial
users to subsidize households. As the institutional reforms discussed here lead to facilities and services
becoming 'unbundled" (managed by different entities), and increased entry from the private sector, the
structure of rates will have important implications for the incentives for investment and operation in
particular market segments. Social objectives, such as the concern to ensure the population access to
essential services, are preferably financed by explicit budgetary subsidies rather than by the untargeted
transfer payments often implied within existing tariffs structures. Before subsidies for particular user

33 See Whitington, Dale et al. (1992).
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groups are considered, however, their "willingness to pay" should be well investigated-including their
separate demand for connection to services as opposed to demand by volume of consumption.

There is a further issue when liberalizing entry enables private operators to "cream off" the
most profitable markets, as tends to occur with service contracting of MSW and urban transport, for
example. The need to provide essential services in poor neighborhoods may therefore require some
revenue sharing among operators in different markets, or taxation of the private providers in wealthier
areas. Such an arrangement would have to be clearly established as a condition of the service contract.
Similarly, countries which must expand telecommunications coverage from an extremely low base are
constrained if profits from the markets already served are lost to further investment in the sector. In such
cases, govermments should ensure that new private entrants share some of the legitimate public service
obligations in the sector, as well as responsibility for needed new investment.

There is a strong argument for financing infrastructure services through taxes when the
administrative costs of these revenues are lower than for direct user charges. This is the case with public
goods such as street cleaning and traffic signalling, as the consumption by individuals cannot be priced.
Tax financing is not appropriate when it leads to unfavorable incentives for resource allocation-as
occurs, for example, when all farmers are taxed on their output prices rather than charged specifically
for the use of irrigation water. Wherever possible, the incidence of taxation should fall on the population
benefitting from the infrastructure (except where there is a case for reverse transfers, i.e., targeted
subsidies to certain users). Taxes on vehicles and fuel (a partial proxy for road user charges), and
sanitation charges linked to property, generally fit these conditions as forms of "benefit taxation".' The
explicit identification of such revenues as user charges, however imperfect, is an important element in
transforming infrastructure activities such as road maintenance and municipal sanitation from bureaucratic
financing (dependent on general budgetary transfers) to a commercial orientation.

Debt and Equity Financing. Financing capital expenditures for infrastructure through
borrowing is essential to ease the cash flow problem of large investments; it also promotes an equitable
burden-sharing between generations, as the benefits of long-lived assets accrue in the future. The major
obstacles to debt financing are the lack of creditworthiness of many public suppliers of infrastructure
(especially at the local level), and the immature financial markets for long-term capital in many
developing countries. In many developing countries, expanding private involvement in infrastructure will
require greater availability of even medium-term domestic credit, particularly for the small firms that
could provide much of the service contracting and new entry in subsectors such as trucking.

The specialized financial institutions that have been set up in many developing countries to
provide credit to municipalities for infrastructure projects have a mixed record (Davey, 1988). The
lessons of experience with these institutions suggest that they should be viewed only as interim solutions
to the problem of municipal capital finance; that is, they should help to develop a track record of
responsible borrowing by municipalities, while private long-term capital markets emerge. Where
municipal credit institutions are established as a transitional measure, the government should let them
operate on solely financial criteria. At the same time, central governments should help local governments

34 A 'benefit tax" is a tax whose incidence is confined to the beneficiaries of the services it finances, but which is not linked
to specific consumption (and therefore is not a price). A property-related charge for street repair or solid waste collection in
a given residential area is an example of benefit taxation.
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to become good credit risks, including by developing appropriate policies on the sharing of fiscal
revenues and allocation of expenditure responsibilities.

Financing infrastructure through instruments such as revenue bonds and equity issues can
provide a good "feedstock" for emerging capital markets and attract funds from institutional investors
(both foreign and domestic). There is especially strong potential for these instruments in power,
telecommunications, and railways, once the sectors demonstrate financial discipline. An appropriate legal
and regulatory framework as discussed above is essential to foster capital market activity in infrastructure.
In addition, participation by multilateral institutions such as the World Bank and IFC can be important
to assure the private sector that the environment is sufficiently sound for long-term financial involvement
in the sector.

F. Investment Planning

The planning of infrastructure development should be based on analysis of the nature of
demand for specific services, not on quantitative projections of physical "need." The design of a
demand-based strategy for infrastructure policy imposes additional information requirements. It must
involve analysis of the underlying determinants of demand, such as the composition of user groups and
their demand for specific kinds of services (which depend, for example, on price elasticities), and the
patterns of congestion. Moreover, since demand is ever-changing, it is necessary for infrastructure
decisions to be based on a dynamic process of assessing demand-such as through competitive markets
where possible, regular demand surveys, and/or channels for participation. Making a thorough assessment
of demand also requires that planners take account of all possible alternatives to generate the flow of
services demanded-including measures (with or without investment) to increase the efficiency of existing
facilities and relieve specific sources of congestion, and to promote conservation (reducing demand).

To practice a demand orientation in planning investments, as well as in their operation and
regulation, it is also necessary to define performance so as to reflect quality of service and user
satisfaction. Most of the performance indicators customarily used by planners and operators in the
infrastructure sectors reflect physical parameters of the facilities and internal (including financial)
efficiency. In addition to these, service quality needs to be measured and monitored as an input to
assessing how well sectoral, operational, and policy objectives are being met; to evaluate the effectiveness
of alternative service providers; and to help planners and regulators to evaluate success in achieving
operating rules and standards, or performance benchmarks. Contracting for services, for example,
requires quite different performance indicators to measure output than contracting for public works
construction.
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GLOSSARY

(Note: This glossary is not intended as a definitive lexicon, but only to explain how terms are used in the
present paper. Some of the terms here may be used differently by others.)

BOT Build-Operate-Transfer. A form of concession usually referring to totally new projects. Typically
in a BOT, a private party (or consortium) agrees to finance and construct a facility, and operate and
maintain it, for a specified period and then transfer the facility to a government or other public authority.
Variations include BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer) and BOO (Build-Own-Operate); in the last
case, the contract accords the right to construct the facility, which is not transferred back to the public
sector.

Commercialization Status of a State enterprise which is financed mainly by internally-generated revenues
(tariffs) and thus has financial autonomy to operate as a business; its access to government support is very
circumscribed, e.g., limited to explicit compensation for public services.

Concession Arrangement whereby a private party leases assets from a public authority for an extended
period, and has responsibility for financing specified new fixed investments during the period; these new
assets then revert to the public sector at expiration of the contract.

Contestability The practical threat of competition from new entrants in a market. In activities with high
contestability, exit by a producer is relatively costless. The key criterion for contestability is the absence
of sunk capital costs incurred in the even of exit.

Corporatization Transformation of an enterprise or agency into a legal entity subject to company law,
with formal separation of ownership and management responsibilities, e.g. through a board of directors
or other body.

Excludability The ability to control access to a good/service. High excludability means it is relatively
easy (not costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Government department Arrangement whereby services are provided and executed by civil servants and
accounts are integrated into the government budget.

Leasing (or "affermage") Arrangement whereby a private party (essee) contracts with a public authority
for the right to operate a facility (or the right to a flow of revenues from providing a specific service) for
a specified period of time; this right may be called a franchise or license. The facility continues to be
owned by the public authority. Unlike in a concession, the lessee does not have responsibility for
investments in fixed assets.' Financial risk for operation and maintenance is borne entirely by the lessee.

Management contract Private contractor assumes responsibility for full range of operation and
maintenance functions, with authority to make day-to-day management decisions. Compensation may be
based partially on services rendered (as for service contracts), and partially on performance achieved
(such as profit-sharing), which implies limited financial risk.

1 A lease may sometimes be called a 'service concession", and a BOT sometimes called a 'public works concession".
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Network externalities Positive effects of consumption by one user on other users. E.g., the decision by
one user to link to the telephone network yields benefits to other users, by increasing the range of
possible communications through the telephone system.

Private entrepreneurship Ownership of assets held in majority or totality by private agents, either
through divestiture (transfer/sale of shares or assets from public ownership) or creation of new private
entity. It is assumed here that control of assets is proportional to ownership; however, it is possible in
cases of divestiture that majority control (of voting rights) is granted to private agents even when the State
continues to hold the majority of shares. In such cases a "majority privately-controlled" entity would be
considered a private entrepreneurship here.

Parastatal (also public or State enterprise) An organization owned and controlled in majority by the
State.

Public utility A public enterprise/parastatal in the infrastructure sectors (usually referring to power,
telecommunications, water supply, or sanitation).

Public (or State) enterprise See Parastatal.

"Self-help" Includes variety of arrangements for financing and management of projects by beneficiaries,
such as by cooperatives, community organizations, or user associations.

Service contract (or "contracting-out") Arrangement with private sector to perform particular operating
or maintenance functions for a fixed period and for specified compensation (no financial risk taken).

Subtractability (or "rivalry") The impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption
opportunities of all users. Low subtractability means that consumption by one user does not impede
availability by other users (such goods/services are "jointly consumed"). High subtractability means that
consumption by one user imposes identifiable, calculable costs on other users (such goods are "privately
consumed").

"Traditional" parastatal A public enterprise with limited managerial autonomy; accounts are kept
separate from the government budget, but with wide access to deficit financing from the budget and
government loans.
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A BREAKDOWN BY ACTIVITY

SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: AIRPORTS/AIRWAYS

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

I T ~~~~~~~~~~SOCIAL
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

National
Airplane services H H L L H defense

concerns,
Runways, gates M H H M H Noise, USO

Air traffic control L L L M H Public safety,
liability

Ground services H H L L M

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =

consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concems,
etc.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: ELECTRIC POWER

EXTERNALITIES
ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS OR

r ~~~~~SOCIAL
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracti- Excluda- of of Coordination INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale Necessary
ness

Generation - thermal H H M M M Pollution
- hydro, nuclear H H H M H

Transmission H H M H H Network
effects

Distribution H H M M H Some arguments
for USO

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low). USO = universal ervice obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) =

consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
csaculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from using it.

Sunkness refen to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordtion refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

Smu11 for diesl gcnerators, large for steam generators.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: IRRIGATION (GROUNDWATER)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITI
ES

______ ~~~~OR
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of SOCLAL
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- OBJECTIVES

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion INVOLVED
ness Necessary

Deep Tubewellt HI H H L M Groundwater
depletion and

Shallow Tubewell H H L L L pollution

Waterlogging
and

Salinization | u

Definitions: (H - high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtrmctabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental usen has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods arejointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refer to the feasibility of controlling acocss to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refer to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
crterion for contestability is the absenc of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., becauseof technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

Any distribution or terminal systems associated with tubewells exhibit the ame characteristics as those for surface water systems.

' The degree of subtractability associated with a given well actually depcnds upon the nature of the watershed/aquiferdrawn from. In this instance, relatively high resource scarcity
is assumed.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: IRRIGATION (SURFACE WATER)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES

OR
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVES

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Inter-
Trunk System sectoral

Dam, main canal Ma Mb Hc MC H water
allocation

Distribution System Waterlogging;
Secondary & tertiary Salinization
canals MM Mb HO Me H Erosion

Introduction oN
Terminal System (On- of new
farm) diseases

Gravity H M L L L
Sprinkler H H L L L

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L low) USO = universal service obligations
See other secor tables.

I The degree of subtractability depends on scarcity of water resources and on maximum transit capacity of canals. It is assumed here that subtractability increases at farther points
from the initial water intake.

' To some degree, this is a function of both size and engineering configuration of a given system. It is relatively easy to exclude farms adjacent to large, lined canals from a
system, but far more problematic to exclude adjacent farmers from a relatively small, unlined canal.

' Depending on size and engineering configuration.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: PORTS AND WATERWAYS

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
ORI I ~~~~~~~~~~~~SOCIA&L

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

National
Piers, harbor M H H M H defense
Ships H H L L L concerns
Port equipment H H M L L
(oading/unloading) Water Pollution

-J

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.
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SECTOR(SUBSECTOR: RAILWAYS

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITES
OR

T ~~~~~~SOCL4LDegree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Railbed M H H M H USO
Switching and Signaling' L M L L H Network
Railcars H H L L H externalities
Freight Loading/Unloading H H M L M

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L low) USO = universal service obligations

00Subtractability (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are rclatively eostless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control overthe rights to performrthe function, e.g., becauseoftechnicalconditions forefficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

The more technically spocialized rail operations (e.g. high speed passenger, refrigerated freight) are less contestable and require greater coordination.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: ROAD FREIGHT TRANSPORT

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of SOCIAL
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Trucking Services H H L L L Air, Noise
Pollution

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractbility (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: ROADS AND HIGHWAYS

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

SOCIAL
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Affects
settlement

Primary Roads patterns,
(National, Trunk) L Ma H L L drainage,
Secondary Roads M Ma H L L erosion,
Tertiary roads - rural L Ma H L L public

urban H L H L H safety, dust
Signaling and traffic L L L L H and noise
control pollution

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = univeral service obligations

Subtractability (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of atl users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perforn the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

a High for tottroads.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- O LVES

bility bbiity Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Collection M M L L M

Transfer H H L H H

Disposal
Sanitary land fill L M M H H Public health,
Incineration M H M H H land, water,

pollution
Resource Recovery

(recycling) H H L L L

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
ealculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of ex.t from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
crkerion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety conerns,
etc.

a Some coordination needed because of "economics of contiguity' (within a given area, it is cheaper for adjacent properties to be served by one collection service agency than
by multiple agence).
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: TELECOMMUNICATIONS - (BASIC NETWORK)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~O R

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of SOCIAL
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- OBJECTIVES

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

NETWORK:
-Transmission Network

Local M H H* H* H effects,
Long Distance M H L L H USO

-Switching M H L* L* H

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT:
-Individual H H L L M
-common M H M L M

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) SO = service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all use. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifable,
edaulabk costs on other users (such goods arm pnvatey consumed).

Excludability refers to the fessibility of controling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

* Varies with technology
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: TELECOMMUNICATIONS - (NEIWORK EXTENSIONS)t

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALIES
OR1 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~SOCIL4,Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES

Subtracta- Excluda- of Sunk- of Coordination INVOLVED
___________________________ bility bility ness Scale Necessary

Value-Added Services H H L L H

Cellular, Paging,
Microwave Relay H H Lb L H

Private or Specialized L
Networks H H L H 0

I~~~ ~~~~~~ I I__ .I~ 
Definitions: (H - high, M = moderate, L = low) USo = univeral service obligations

Subtractability (or rivalry) refer to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractabihity consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other usen (such goods arm privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the fcasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. nc:-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refcrs to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to necd for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

These usually are linked to the basic network facilities.
b Contctability depends on getting accss to mdio spectrum.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: URBAN TRANSPORT

ACFIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBECTIA E
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tionI OL D
ness Necessary

Van, bus (urban, Air
inter-urban) H H L L L Pollution,
Taxi H H L L L USO
Metro/rapid transit Public Safety

- Tracks/Rails M H H M H
- Rail cars H H L L H

Traffic signaling L M L L H

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal swrvice obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental user. has on consumption opportunities of all usrs. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =

consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
caculable costs on otier user. (such goods are privatdy consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling acness to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunknes refers to extant of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit arcrelatively costless (key
crierion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refen to need for control over the rights to perforn the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concems,
dc.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT (CONVENTIONAL SEWERAGE)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

I ~~~~~~SOCALL
Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
ness Necessary

Conventional
Street Sewer L H H M M Public health
Pumping Station L H H M L Water
Treatment Plant L H H M L pollution

Definitions: (H = high, M = modcrate, L low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability consumption by one uscr imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the cvent of exit).

Coordination rcefrs to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficicncy, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT (INTERMEDIATE/LOW COST SEWERAGE)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

SOCLALDegree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of OBJECTIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordination INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale Necessary
ness

Condominial Sewerage M M M L Hb Public health
Localized treatment M M M L HI Water
Other intermediate pollution
sewerage" M M M L Ho
Basic sanitation -
(pit latrine) H H L L L

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractability (or rivalry) refers to the imnpact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludabilitv refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
etc.

I Includes approaches such as solids-free sewerage, simplified, shallow, and flat grade sewerage.
b Condominial sewerage requires coordination among neighboring property owners.
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: WATER SUPPLY (NONPIPED)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of O CIVES
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- INVOLVED

bility bility Sunk- Scale tion
.____________I ness Necessary

Vendor Tanks H H L L L Public
healthBorehole H H H L L Depletion of

Aquifer

Defrnitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L = low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability = = consumption by one user imposes identifiable,calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludability refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (keycriterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., becauseof technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety concerns,
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SECTOR/SUBSECTOR: WATER SUPPLY (PIPED)

ACTIVITY NATURE OF GOOD/SERVICE PRODUCTION ASPECTS EXTERNALITIES
OR

Degree of Degree of Degree Economies Degree of SOC[AL
Subtracta- Excluda- of of Coordina- OBVOLVED

b clity bility Sunk- Scale tion nWOL' ED
ness Necessary

Inter-
sectoral

Trunk System (intake resource
pumping station) H H H H H allocation

H H H
Distribution System H H Public

health 
Terminal Equipment: o

Common (i.e. handpump) H M L L L USO
Individual (i.e. home

faucet) H H L L L

Definitions: (H = high, M = moderate, L low) USO = universal service obligations

Subtractabilitv (or rivalry) refers to the impact that consumption by incremental users has on consumption opportunities of all users. Low subtractability (nonrivalry) = =
consumption by one user does not impede availability to other users (such goods are jointly consumed). High subtractability consumption by one user imposes identifiable,
calculable costs on other users (such goods are privately consumed).

Excludabilitv refers to the feasibility of controlling access to a good. High excludability = it is relatively easy (i.e. non-costly) to prevent users from consuming it.

Sunkness refers to extent of sunk capital costs incurred in the event of exit from the activity. In activities with high contestability, entry and exit are relatively costless (key
criterion for contestability is the absence of sunk costs incurred in the event of exit).

Coordination refers to need for control over the rights to perform the function, e.g., because of technical conditions for efficiency, need for equipment standards, safety coneems,
etc.
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PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN IN1RASTRUCTURE BY SECTOR

lnfrastrudure TyppjNOT/ coD¢es . Servke MIhagement

Region/Country 1100 moo Leasg Contrcts Contracts Bonds

POWER

Afrks

Cote d'lvoire O

lbe Gambia P
Guinea-Bisau 0

Siem Leonc P

AAh

China 0, P

Hong Kong 0

India p 0 p O. P

nldonesia I p 0

Malaysia I 0

Pakistan I

PhfyWines 0.1 0

Tbailad 0

Vietnam

EA^, hbEd-Rat, N. Afrka

ey P

Joidan 0

Onu 
Polam P

Tuaey I, P

Lash Amneric & Caibbamu

Argaina- 0

Barb,ados 0

Bdolivia 0

Key: P - Pbuked I -Initisd 0 Opendonal
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Wrastructure Type' BOT/ Conces- Service Management
Region/Country BOO sion Leasing Contracts Contracts Bonds

POWER

(continued)

Brazil 0

Colombia 0

Dominican Republic 0

Ecuador 0

Honduras P

Venezuela 0 0

TRANSPORT

Benin 0

Burkina Faso I I 1 |

Bufundi 0 0

Cameroon p p p

Car I

Cape Verde P

Chad P I P

Congo B. P

Ethiopia 0

Gambia I

Ghana 0 P 0 0 P P

Key P =Planned I =Initiated 0= Operational
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Infrastructure Type/ BOTIBOO Conces- Service Management
Region/Country sion Leasing Contracts Contracts Bonds

TRANSPORT
(Continued)

Guinea P O p

Guinea-Bissau O

Kenya 0

Lesotho 0 0

Madagascar 0

Malawi I

Mali P p p

Mauritius p p p

Mozambique p p p O

Niger 0

Nigeria P

Senegal 0

Tanzania I I I

Togo I

UgandaI

Zaire I 0 0 0

Asia

Bangladesh P

China I

Hong Kong O,I,P

India 0 0

Indonesia O,P P

Key: P = Planned I = Initiated 0 = Operational
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Iafriniructuv Type/ DOT/ C_me.- Sw,ke Manag-__t
RaC ntzy BOO urea Ceabds Cenfts B_on

TRANSPORT

rama 0

Malyia O,P 0 0 P

Nepal I 0 0

Pakidan p 0

Papua New Guu a P

hwippis IP p o

Thailaud LP 0 0

Empe, MiEast, N. Afics

Algea P O

Egypt ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~0 0 t

Jordan p o
moucco P

Tunisa O,P

Ladin Ams*a & CArilb.m

ArgeiOi- 0 0

Brazil 0

Chile I 0

Colom,bia I 1,0 0 0

Mexico 0

Key P - Planned I Initiewtd 0 - Opeioal
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| Irastncture, Type/ BOTI Conces- Servie Management
Region/Country BOO sion Leasing Contracts Contracts Bonds

WATER & SEWERAGE

MAh

Cote d'lvoire 0

Guinea 0

Guinea-Bi.aau 0

Lesotho 0

Rwanda P

Sao ToMe P

'Me Ganbia p

Asia

Bangladesh 0

China 0

Hon Kong P 0

India 0

Indonesia I

Macau p O

Malaysia I 0 I

Pakisan 0

Philippines I

Thailand P

Key P = Planned I = Initiated 0 -Operational
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h li Type/ DOTI CAc. Solic _
R C300 yBOOSm CLssiacts C J_acs Dm

WATER & SEWERAGE

Eup, MNiNEnAd, N. Africa

Egy P,O 0 0

Joedkn 0

Mrocco 0

Yanen P

JAh Ameica & Carbb.m

Argmi I

floivi 0

Brazil 0

Cbile P 0 0

Colombia p 0 0 0

ldexco 0 I

Veneal I

TELECOMMVMCATIONS

Ads

bIdia 0

Philippine. 0

hailand P

Ky P - Planned I - Inad 0- Opeational
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b_uctwe Typ/ DOT/ C Senke Maonatm t
RCmu~y BO im . LeCont CmCcts B_m

TELECOMMUNICAnONS

Dolivia 0

ken! 0

COlOadiaI

IIUUGATION

Nigad 0

Ask
Indomai 0

EKee, MiW-Endt, N. AHa

Uorocco . ,, I . O

KCey P -Phlanncd I -Init.iated 0 - Operatic..1
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